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1. Name of Property 

historic name Claremont Hotel 

other names/site number Hotel Claremont. Claremont Resort & Soa 

2. Location 

street & number ....;.4...:..1 _T;....;u=n..;..;n..;..e=l.....;R...;;.o.;:;..a=d"'----------------------'-N=-=A O not or publication 

city or town Oakland (more than 99%). Berkeley (less than 1 % ) NAn vicin ity 

· state Catifornia -- - · ·-code CA county Alameda code 001 zip code 94705 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1 !?86, as amended, I hereby certify that this O nomination 
~ reauest for determination of eligibility meets th e documentation standards or reg istering properties in the National Register of 
Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set fo rth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my ooinion , the property 
~ meets n does not meet the National Register Criteria. l recommend that this prooerty be considered significant O nationally 
~ statewide [j locally. ( 0 See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 

/ L-.... 01 ~ !.f/17/03 
Signature of certifying official/ll tle 

California Office of Historic P•eservation 
State or Federal agency and bureau 

~ate 

!n my ooinion , the oroperty D meets O does not meet the National Register criteria. ( 0 See continuation sheet for additional 
comments. ) 

Signature of commenting or other official 

State or Federal aaencv and bureau 

Ll. National Park Service Certification 
I hereby certify that t'iis orooerty is : 

r entered in the National Register 

[J See continuation sheet. 

r, determined eligible for t'ie 

National Register 

C: See continuation sheet. 

C determined not eligible for the 

National Register 

C: removed from the National 
9eg1ster 

C other (exoia1n : _____ _ 

Daie 

Signature of the Keeoer Date of Action 



Claremont Hotel 
Name or ? ropeny 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property . . 
/Check as many boxes as applyj · 

X private = public-local 
public-State 

':: public-Federal 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box) 

X building(s) 
~ , district = site 
CJ structure 
CJ object 

Name of related multiple property listing 
(Emer " N/A " 1f property is not pan of a multiple property listing .) 

NIA 

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions 
,Enter categories from 1nstruc11ons) 

DOMESTIC/hotel 

COMMERCE/restaurant 

RECREATION/music facility 

7. Description 

Architectural Classification 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

Tudor Revival (most of main building) 

q ~~sical Revival (tower and old power house) 

Moderne (some southern parts of main building) 

Narrative Description 

Alamerla ~aunty, CA ~-----Coumy , 1te 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count. ) 

Contributing Noncontributing 

2 0 buil dings 

0 0 sites 

0 0 structures 

0 0 objects 

2 0 Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed 
in the National Register 

NIA 

Current Functions · 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

DOMESTIC/hotel 

HEAL TH CARE/resort 

COMMERCE/restaurant 

OTHER/conference facility 

Materials 
(Enter categories from instructions) 

foundation CONCRETE 

walls STUCCO 

WOOD 

roof OTHER 

other GLASS (windows) 

ASPHALT (parking lots) 

(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 



Claremont Hotel 
Name of Propen, 

8 . Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria 
(Man, .. x .. ,n one or more boxes for the cntena quali fying tne propeny 
for National Register li sting.) 

X: A Property is associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history. 

B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
sign ificant in our past. 

x. C Property embod ies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type . period , or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses 
high artistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction . 

C D Property has yielded. or is likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations 
(Mark ··x" in all the boxes that apply.) NIA 

Property is: 

0 A owned by a religious institution or used for 
rel igious purposes. 

C 8 removed from its original location. 

0 C a birthplace or grave. 

D D a cemetery . 

0 E a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

D F a commemorative property. 

0 G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years. 

Narrative Statement of Significance 
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.) 

9. Major Bibliographical References 
Bibilography 

AJ ~- - -:ia County, CA 
Co, ~d State 

Areas of Significance 
(Enter ca tego ri es from ,nst,uct ,ons; 

ARCHITECTURE 

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

ENTERTAINMENT/RECREATION 

SOCIAL HISTORY 

Period of Significance 

1906-1952 

Significant Dates 

1906 

1915 --------- ----- ------

Significant Person 
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 

NIA 

Cultural Affiliation 

NIA 

Architect/Builder 

Architect: Dickey, Charles William 

Architect: Reed, Walter D. 

(Cite the books, articles. and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.) 

Previous documentation on file (NPS): 

D preliminary determination of individual listing (36 
CFR 67) has been requested 

D previously listed in the National Register 
D previously determined eligible by the National 

Register 
D designated a National Historic Landmark 
D recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey 

# ________ _ _ 

D recorded by Historic American Engineering 
Record # ________ _ 

Primary location of additional data: 

D State Historic Preservation Office 
D Other State agency 
D Federal agency 
D Local government 
D University 
[X] Other 

Name of repository: 
Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association 



Claremont Hotel 
Name of Property 

10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property 12.1 acres 

UTM References 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

1 
2 

Zone 

1Q_ 
10 

Easting 

566680 
566860 

Northing 

4190280 
4190400 

3 
4 

Zone 

1Q_ 
10 

Easting 

566880 
566760 

D See continuation sheet. 

Verbal Boundary Description 
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.) 

Boundary Justification 
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.) 

11. Form Prepared By 

AlamfillllW'I County, California 
~ ate 

Northing 

4190260 
4190080 

name/title John S. English, consultant for Berkeley/Oakland Neighbors of Claremont 

organization Berkeley/Oakland Neighbors of the Claremont 

street & number 2500 Hillegass Avenue, Apt. 3 

date ____________ _ 

telephone 510-845-6116 

city or town =B-=e"'"'rk=e"-'-1-=-eyJ--________________ state CA_ zip code 94704-2937 

Additional Documentation 
Submit the following items with the completed form : 

Continuation Sheets 

Maps 
A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location. 

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 

Photographs 

Representative black and white photographs of the property. 

Additional items 
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) 

Property Owner 
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 

name KSL Claremont Resort, Inc. {contact person: Todd Shallan, Vice-President and General Manager) 

street & number 41 Tunnel Road {c/o: Hotel Controller) telephone =5..:.10=-·-=8'--=-4=3·-=3=0=0-=0 _____ _ 

city or town ~B~e..:.r~ke-=-l=eJ..y __________________ state CA zip code -=-94..:.7c....c0a...=5~----

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being co llected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate 
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain 
a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.) . 
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including the time for reviewing 
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form . Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect 
of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division , National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, Washington , DC 20013-7127; and the Office of 
Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project (1024-0018), Washington , DC 20503. 
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Architectural Classification (Continued) 

No style (most service wings at back of main building--and parking areas) 

Materials (Continued) 

Foundation: 
sandstone (along much of westerly side of main building) 
STUCCO 

. Walls: 
sandstone ( on lower parts of much of westerly side of main building) 
CONCRETE (at least on some low wings at back of main building) 
weatherboard ( on one low wing at back of main building) 
OTHER ( on at least one addition at back of main building) 

Roof" 
METAL (on tower' s cupola and old power house's main portion) 

Other: 
WOOD 
MEfAL 
STUCCO 

Note: Except as specified above, sloping roofs generally appear to be surfaced 
with composition shingles and flat roofs generally appear, or are presumed, to 
have "built-up" bitumen-and-gravel surfaces. 
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Narrative Description 

Summary. The Claremont Hotel occupies a large, basically sloping site within the urban East 
Bay. Development of the vicinity largely occurred in the early 20th Century. The approximately 
12-acre nominated property as such represents about 62 percent of the overall hotel site. Its two 
"contributing resources" are the main building and the old power house. The main building is 
very big, mostly wood-framed, and primarily Tudor Revival in style. It has complex massing and 
visual details, with numerous gables and dormers and an ornate tower. It is prominently visible 
from near and far. Its exterior has been altered in various ways--most notably by color change, 
by enclosure of the original verandas, and by additions at its south end and along its back 
(northeast) side--but largely retains the original appearance. Its interior has been extensively 
remodeled, though in places more of the original feeling remains. The old power house is 
basically of reinforced concrete construction and is simplified Classical Revival in style. The 
nominated property also includes three notable green areas as such, as well as a considerable 
amount of parking. (Substantial parking extensions southward occurred in about 1972). The 
grounds of the nominated property contain numerous trees and other plantings, and retain a 
strong feeling of openness and a generally landscaped character. The nominated property as a 
whole is in generally excellent condition, and retains a high degree of historic integrity in terms 
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. On hotel land 
outside the nominated property, the past half century has seen erasure of the original elaborate 
gardens near Claremont A venue and construction of a pool area, some low-rise buildings 
adjoining it, multiple tennis courts, and more parking. Yet even the portions outside the 
nominated property have many trees and other plantings, and a generally open, landscaped 
character. 

Setting. The Claremont Hotel is located by the mouth of Claremont Canyon, on basically 
sloping land partway along the continuous chain of East Bay cities that faces toward San 
Francisco Bay. The hotel's elevation of several hundred feet above sea level gives it broad views 
of the central Bay Area--and by the same token, makes it visible from afar. 

On part of its southwest side, the property abuts the Berkeley Tennis Club, the openness of 
whose multiple courts helps to maintain the hotel's visibility. West of the BTC (along Domingo 
Avenue between Russell and Ashby and on some nearby frontages) there is a small, low-rise 
commercial area. Beyond that--and on all other sides of the overall hotel site--are low-density 
neighborhoods of attractive single-family homes. A short distance uphill along Claremont 
Canyon are oak-studded Garber Park and the East Bay Regional Park District's Claremont 
Canyon Regional Preserve. 

Before the early 20th Century, the general vicinity was mostly undeveloped. But Claremont 
Canyon did offer the lowest route through the central part of the Oakland-Berkeley hills (and 
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Narrative Description (Continued) 

continued to do so till the first tunnel was opened in 1903). When the telegraph line arrived in 
1858 it followed what is now called Claremont Avenue. Along that road, farms and large estates 
were established. However, urban development did not get underway in earnest till the expansion 
of electric streetcar service. It was abetted by the effects on San Francisco of the 1906 
earthquake and fire. Several major subdivisions adjoining or near the hotel--among them the 
Hotel Claremont Tract, Claremont, El Vista Claremont, and Claremont Court--opened around the 
same time. 

The above three paragraphs discuss the hotel's far and near surroundings. But within the hotel 
site, various of its own features are "setting" for others of its elements. For instance, the "island 
vicinity" described below provides an important open foreground for the main building. As 
another example, the hotel's "northwest parking area" --even though it is outside the nominated 
property as such--provides another relevant open foreground. 

General Description of the Main Building. The Claremont Hotel's main building makes 
minimal use of concrete, employing that basically in foundations, basement areas, and some low 
wings at the back. The building's upper portions are wood-framed. Exterior walls are largely 
faced with stucco, but on many expanses the stucco alternates closely with boards so as to 
present a half-timbering pattern. The lower parts of much of the westerly side are faced with 
sandstone rocks (see later description of stonework) . Various low wings along the back have 
walls of cinder block or concrete. The building appears to be in excellent condition. 

Its basic architectural style is and always has been basically Tudor Revival. However, its 
prominent tower is better described as Neo-Classical (though one commentator has dubbed it 
"Alpine Renaissance"). Some southern parts of the building look vaguely Moderne. 

It is a very large building--nearly 600 feet long--and its massing is very complex (see 
Photographs 1 and 27). 

What could be called the building's spine is basically gable-roofed and takes the form of a very 
broad "W" with two of its angles pointing westward. If you number the W's four legs from 
north to south, the bend between the first and second ones is highlighted by a projecting half
cylindrical form topped by a half-conical roof. The second leg itself has some relatively small 
cross-gables, as well as an essentially unnoticeable flat-roofed portion. From the spine' s fourth 
leg, two gable-roofed wings project lengthily forward (with the building area between them being 
much lower) . Atop much of the more northerly of these is superimposed a higher gabled mass. 
Interlocked with that is the building's still higher tower: a square and lofty mass that 1ises rather 
near the bend between the W's third and fourth legs. 

Almost all of the building' s several main gable roofs are themselves studded with multiple, 
miniature-gable-roofed dormers. 
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Narrative Description (Continued) 

Near the junction between the second and third legs, a plain, flat-roofed elevator-and-stair facility 
rises a few stories. It was built in the 1990s (and involved removing the northernmost bay of the 
"podium" described in the next paragraph). 

But otherwise all along the Bay-facing side of the W's third leg, and bending so as to flank the 
tower and then tum to run in front of the ends of the fourth leg 's two projecting wings (and 
partway back between these), there is what we will call here a podium. As measured from their 
particular adjacent ground level , some segments of this are two stories high while others are 
three-story. The top floor of most of this flat-roofed podium basically resulted from enclosure of 
the hotel's original very lengthy verandas (and a roofed open area that used to stand behind the 
middle part of the southern stretch of veranda). The verandas (see Photographs 22 and 23) were 
covered by a trellis, except at the tower (which veranda strollers passed through via the tower's 
then-unglazed side arches) and in the middle portion of the building's southwest far;ade (where 
the trellis was omitted). The trellised southernmost segment was enclosed in about 1938, and 
most of the other veranda segments by the 1940s or 1950s. The last surviving open portion was 
around the northerly end of the southwest far;ade, and probably was not enclosed till about the 
1970s. 

In the 1960s an extra story was built atop the southernmost former veranda segment, and some 
nearby additions were made--including a horizontal extension of the building's footprint, at its 
southern end. Adjoining the southwest side of that extension, an outdoor deck was built in 2001-
2002. 

The building's footprint has also changed at various times along its back (northeast) side. When 
it opened, the ho:el already had various one- or two-story wings here. In the 1940s a cold
storage area was added. A sizable kitchen area was demolished sometime before 1950, but a new 
one was built in about 1951. A dining extension (where much of today 's "Empire Ballroom" 
is) was made in the late 1950s. In about 1993 a two-story cold-storage facility (visible in 
Photograph 12) was added beside the building's north end. 

One change to the building 's footprint involved "infill." Originally there was an outdoor "tea 
garden," surrounded by mostly one-story portions of the building. It was located generally east 
of the third leg of the W. However, this space apparently was built over in about the 1960s. 

Most of the building's gable-roofed portions have four or five regular stories plus two attic 
stories. The tower, which is some 140 feet high , has about 10 floors (not counting the arcaded 
belfry at its top, which actually contains some sauna facilities). 

The Main Building's Porte-Cocheres. The present porte-cochere at the carriage entrance (see 
Photographs 2, 7, and 10) rests on steel posts that are set diagonally, presumably to avoid 
impinging on the driveway. The observation deck on its top is bordered by thin metal 
ornamental railings. Originally there was here a true Classical Revival porte-cochere which--
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convincingly supported at each of its two outer comers by a group of three handsome, square
shafted wooden columns--completely straddled the driveway below. Its observation deck was 
edged with wooden balusters, of the same type as those along the verandas. However, the old 
porte-cochere was removed in probably the early 1970s. 

The existing porte-cochere in front of the building's southeast entrance (see Photographs 14 
and 16) is not original, either. It has two vaguely classical wooden piers and is draped by green 
canvas. Originally, the building's footprint in this vicinity was different, and there was a flat
roofed porte-cochere having piers faced with rocks of sandstone (see Photograph 24). The 
present porte-cochere seems to have been built in about 1980. 

The Main Building's Stonework, Balustrades, and Deck. Rough-hewn reddish-brown 
rocks of that same type of sandstone are, and always have been, a very prominent feature of the 
building (see especially Photographs 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 22, 23, and 25). Interrupted only by window or 
doorway openings, including a prominent arched entry at the front of the tower, they are used as 
the facing material for the lower stories below--and (except at the 1990s elevator-and-stair 
addition) for the full length of--the former verandas. (They are also used extensively at the lobby 
level of the tower itself.) Along most of the former verandas, the same kjnd of stonework is still 
carried a full story upward as facing for the piers that used to support the veranda trellises. The 
stone piers here punctuate the former veranda segments into bays: 10 north of the tower and 
seven south of it. For the same length, the verandas' original wooden balustrades have also been 
retained. 

Along the middle portion of the building's southwest fac;ade, the upward-extending stone piers 
are only a few feet high, as indeed they always have been. The segment is defined into four bays 
by the original stone piers together with the wooden piers that were later installed right behind 
them. The original wooden balusters here were removed by about mid-century. 

(Also gone since about mid-century is the similar balustrade--visible in Photograph 23--that 
used to run above the front of the roofed open area behind that segment.) 

Along the southernmost veranda segment, there are now no stone piers. The full-height ones, 
and the balusters, that were originally here were removed when this segment was glassed in to 
create the Terrace Lounge in about 1938. However, when this segment and the adjoining first
story facade of the 1960s addition were remodeled in 2001-2002, replicated wooden balusters 
were installed here. Rather than recreating the stone piers, though, the project substituted wooden 
pilasters (see Photographs 5 and 6). Pilasters now define the former veranda segment here into 
four bays, and the 1960s facade to its right into another three. 

Near the building' s southernmost corner, the 2001-2002 project constructed the deck seen in 
Photograph 6. At its edges thi s deck has balusters (of the same type and size, though topped by 
a metal rai l for safety purposes), arrayed between wooden piers simi lar to the nearby new 
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pilasters. Below the deck as such, wooden latticework extends across the intervals between piers. 

Other Fac;ade Elements of the Main Building. South of the tower, the glassed-in spaces that 
were created from former verandas are partially shaded by flat wooden roof eaves, resting on 
projecting wooden rafters many of which may be relics of the old veranda trellises (see 
Photographs 5 and 6). These eaves likely date at least partly from the times of the particular 
veranda enclosures--or, near the building's south end, from the 1960s addition there. 

The Bay-facing windows of the 1960s additions' upper story are shaded by a projecting flat 
eave of wood and/or other material, as well as by a very lengthy canvas or plastic awning that 
slants down from below the eave. 

In contrast, the roofs above the former veranda segments north of the tower (see especially 
Photographs 7 and 8) have cornices that resemble some of the building's original moldings or 
stringcourses. Below these cornices are a series of individual projecting shades, one for each of 
the 10 bays here. These cornices and shades presumably date from when the corresponding 
veranda segments were enclosed. 

One story higher up than the former verandas' roof--and typically corresponding to the upper 
edge of the building's third story--is a stringcourse (see, for instance, Photographs 8 and 9) that 
continues across most of the building's Bay-facing facades . 

(The stringcourse as such is omitted from the east-facing, back facades.) 

Above the almost geological "stratum boundary" established by that stringcourse (or its 
imaginary prolongation), half-timbering adorns most of the westerly and northerly wall surfaces 
and some of the easterly ones. Half-timbering is absent from the tower, the quasi-cylinder where 
the W's first two legs meet, and some parts of the back and south facades. 

(Hardly any of the original half-timbering has been removed. Exceptions include two spots-
visible in Photographs 3 and 9--where extra-wide windows have been created in recent decades.) 

A higher, and more discontinuous, stratum boundary is suggested by the moldings, with dentils, 
which cross the bases of the several large Bay-facing gable-ends (see especially Photographs 1, 
5, and 9). Higher still is the molding, with <lentils, which surrounds the tower just below its 
belfry (see, for example, Photographs 2, 3, and 7). 

In between those last two levels, the tower's wall surfaces are decorated with circles and other 
paneled shapes. Fa1ther up, the tower becomes even more celebratory, and includes an intricately 
carved parapet with comer finials, an elaborate arcaded open belfry, and finally a crowning 
cupola. 
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The building is now basically painted with a palette of contrasting white and off-white. This 
subtle contrast is used to make the half-timbering noticeable. Originally, the half-timbering 
boards were brown. In about 1938 a reportedly 14 tons of paint was used to make nearly the 
whole building white. The present white/off-white color scheme appears to date from about 
1979. 

In total, the building has more than 700 windows. These of course are of different types. 

The public areas that occupy the former verandas generally have large plate-glass windows that 
are fixed in place. Of those, the ones in the first seven bays southward from the tower have 
windows that slant outward. Near the building's southeast porte-cochere, there are windows that 
prominently slant outward (Photographs 14 and 16). Also leaning outward are the Bay-facing 
ribbon windows ( divided up only by metal mun tins) on the upper story of the 1960s addition. 

On the level below that 1960s upper story, there are now a series of four somewhat Classical 
Revival windows with large central lights (separated, by wooden mullions and a crossbar, from 
smaller side and upper lights) and then, to their right adjoining the new deck, some windows 
which are rather similar but have more mullions. All these windows were installed in 2001, 
replacing outward-slanting windows (somewhat like the above-mentioned ribbon windows on 
the story above) which had been installed partly during the veranda enclosure of about 1938 and 
partly during the 1960s addition. 

However, most of the building's other windows have movable aluminum sashes (for example, 
see Photographs 7 and 10). Although a few of these aluminum sashes are plain horizontally 
sliding ones, nearly all have (depending on the window opening's width) either an eight-over
one or a six-over-one pattern. Originally the windows had similarly patterned wooden sashes. 
Those were nearly all replaced by aluminum sashes probably in the 1980s and/or 1990s. 

(A number of wooden sashes do survive within the facade segment immediately northeast of the 
tower.) 

Upper-story windows are generally arrayed singly, in pairs, or in groups of three. The smaller 
dormers house a single window; the larger dormers have two. 

On two sides of the tower's topmost habitable floor (see especially Photographs 2, 7, and 10), 
there are now unusually wide windows. These were created by cutting into what was originally 
the windowless row of decorative circles here. On the southwest face of the tower's other suite 
floors, original three-window groupings have been combined into wide single openings. At a few 
points on the building's gabled wings, unusually wide windows (see, for instance, Photographs 
3 and 9) have replaced originally small ones. And the previously mentioned half-conical roof 
now has some windows or skylights (see Photographs 1, 2, 9, and 10), cut through what 
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originally was an unbroken surface. These various changes were made at various times during 
the last several decades. 

The building has at least 15 exterior doorways, but many of these are unprepossessing service 
entries. Perhaps the most attractive public one connects the tower's lobby level with the 
adjoining porte-cochere deck (see Photograph 7). Here a pair of largely glass doors is flanked 
by slender side lights and topped by a large fanlight, which in turn is bordered by an arch-like 
decorative feature. Despite some relatively minor changes (like replacing wooden muntins with 
metal ones) both the basic pattern of this assemblage and the arch-like decorative feature appear 
to be original. 

Directly beneath that, and sitting behind the tower base's stone-faced actual arch, is the hotel's 
historic "carriage entrance." Here, a short flight of steps rises to a largely glass door, with side 
lights and windows adjacent to it. The steps are flanked on one side by a wheelchair lift and on 
the other by a low wall and metal railing. It is not known when these nonoriginal features, which 
are visually rather distracting, were added. 

Set within the sandstone base of the southwest facade, behind the small wooden canopy visible 
near the extreme left of Photograph 5, is the doorway (or at least a subsequently altered version 
thereof) which was originally meant to be the public entry for people arriving by Key Route train 
(compare with Photographs 22 and 25). But the trains stopped running long ago and a sign here 
now says,"no public access." 

What is now regarded as the main public entrance has a pair of substantial glass-ano-bronze-or
brass doors which are centered behind the southeast facade's porte-cochere. Another public 
entrance, at least for guests with a key, is the plain glass-and-metal door at the base of the 
elevator-and-stairs addition built in the 1990s. 

The previously discussed new deck near the building's south end connects with the adjacent 
indoor lounge by means of one or two doors that resemble the new windows beside them. 

Roofs and Chimneys of the Main Building. The many sloping roofs of the main building 
appear to be surfaced with composition shingles (as in Photograph 8), although the ribbing
surfaced cupola is probably of metal. The sloping roofs and the tower' s cupola now have an off
white color. Originally these were brown or dark gray, but they were painted white in about 1938 
and apparently off-white in about 1979. 

(A 1907 letter by project architect C.W. Dickey mentioned "gravel roofs ," but this presumably 
referred to at least some of the building's flat roofs. It is not known exactly what material was 
originally used on the sloping roofs, but judging by some later photos it appears to have been 
some type of relatively flat shingling.) 
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As for the building's flat roofs, they either appear or are presumed to have "built-up" bitumen
and-gravel surfaces. 

The cupola is topped by a flagpole, and other vertical accents are provided by the three surviving 
masonry chimneys that rise above the fourth leg of the W. Originally there were also six similar 
chimneys. They rose from the two gabled wings in front of that fourth leg and from the W' s 
first, second, and third legs--and most of them were not removed till at least about 1960. 

The Main Building's Interior. The hotel's complex exterior massing is matched by complex 
arrangement of interior spaces. 

At the lobby-floor level, an important and readily discernible axis now runs from the main 
entrance straight toward the tower. The first part of this sequence is a pleasant relatively narrow 
corridor, adjoined by a gift shop and other facilities followed by side staircases. Then comes the 
broader main lobby, with its pilasters, coffered high ceiling, and framed pictures. Just beyond the 
lobby, one can either continue straight ahead into the tower's foyer and then outside onto the 
porte-cochere's large deck or make a 90-degree right turn into a short corridor that goes past the 
hotel's main bank of elevators. Then a diagonal left turn leads into Jordan's restaurant. 

With its high ceiling and soaring stripped-classical piers, the primary dining space of Jordan's 
(Photograph 15) probably comes closer than any other sizable public room to retaining its 
original character. Spatially, it corresponds to most of the hotel' s historic main dining room. 
(Some of the latter was partitioned off in about the 1980s for kitchen use.) Jordan's also us.~s 
for dining an adjacent, lower-ceilinged area (separated from the loftier dining space mostly by 
just piers) which was a veranda segment that was enclosed by about the 1940s. 

The main lobby roughly coincides with the space which old Sanborn maps called the "Palm 
Room." That room literally contained small palm trees. At least part of it apparently had a glass 
ceiling. The Palm Room received further light through windows set above and below an 
adjoining low-roofed open area which, in tum, adjoined part of the southwest facade's veranda. 
It is unclear exactly when the palms were removed--or the ceiling's glass areas blocked--but 
overall, the main lobby has undergone several marked changes in decor. 

Just northeast of the lobby floor's main axis is the "Claremont Ballroom." This appears to 
basically be the hotel's original main ballroom, though one end of the latter seems to have been 
walled away. The ballroom's look is probably plainer now than it was when the big bands used 
to play here, but it remains a commodious space and it contains a stage which may be the 
original one. 

Southwest of the lobby floor' s mai n axis is the Paragon Bar & Cafe. This space used to contain 
the Terrace Lounge, whose creation in about 1938 involved enclosing a segment of veranda. 
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Most of the other public spaces on the hotel's lobby floor and mezzanine (or "second floor") 
appear to be used as meeting or conference rooms. 

In the building's basement and ground (or "studio") levels, much of the space is now used by 
Spa Claremont. Formerly--from maybe roughly the 1940s to the late 1990s--much of this space 
was leased out as offices. 

Much of the building is, of course, devoted to guest rooms and suites. Ancillary uses such as 
cold storage are now concentrated in the one- or two-story wings at the back. Originally more of 
these uses, including an employee dormitory, were located in the primary wings. But over time 
most of these have been squeezed out to allow creating more guest rooms or other rentable 
space. 

In general the hotel's interior decor, as especially displayed in its hallways, features light colors 
and can be described as having a moderately classical look. It appears that in its early years the 
interior had a quite "English" appearance, which presumably was somehow related to the 
exterior's color scheme at that time. After ownership changed in 1937 the interior was 
thoroughly refurbished, and other changes have occurred since then. 

Old Power House. Located slightly beyond the main building's north end is the much smaller 
building (see Photographs 11, 12, and 28 through 31) which was part of the initial hotel 
development and originally served as the hotel's power house. The building is simplified 
Classical Revival in style. It is basically of reinforced concrete construction, and it appears to be 
in good condition except as noted below. 

The building essentially consists of two quite different volumes. The larger one (see especially 
Photographs 11, 28, and 31) appears from the outside to be consistently two stories high 
(although its northwestern half is itself, inside, just a tall single story). It has a rectangular base, 
and a gable roof with its ridge aligned northwest-to-southeast. Attached to most of that portion's 
southeast wall is a one-story wing (see Photographs 12 and 30) which has five exterior sides, 
and a distinct roof with five slopes corresponding to those sides. Although the building's basic 
footprint now matches that shown by the 1911 Sanborn map, Sanborns from the 1950s and 
1960s reflected two accretions. One of them was a "meter house" which was attached to the 
one-story wing's northernmost wall (and which likely was bigger than the little metal enclosure 
visible in Photographs 12 and 30). The other was a narrow structure--possibly two stories high 
but perhaps with an opening through its own lower level--that physically linked one corner of the 
old power house directly with the main hotel building. (Part of the connection can be glimpsed in 
Photograph 25, which was taken in about the 1940s.) It is not known when these two accretions 
were removed. 

The one-story wing 's walls are very plain, as are the ends of the rectangular rr.ass, but the 
latter's two long wall s are treated more ornamentally. Each of these two wall s has four bays. 
defined by regularl y spaced simple pilasters (two at the ends and three in between). Ri sing 
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above pilaster level are a plain architrave and frieze, then a projecting molded cornice, and finally 
a plain parapet topped by a shallow molding. These ornamental features are probably made of 
concrete except that the cornice may be wooden. 

Much of the building's wall-surface area is stuccoed. All the walls are painted white or off
white. At some places there is noticeable peeling-away of paint and/or spalling of underlying 
material, such as on the northeastern wall's cornice and parapet. 

The rectangular mass's southwestern wall has five metal-sashed, possibly casement windows: 
four (spaced in between the five pilasters) at the second-story level and one lower down. This 
wall also has an entry consisting of a pair of blank metal doors. The northeastern wall is 
windowless, but has three plain metal doors: two (including a wide roll-up one) near the middle 
and a door (reached by a flight of metal steps) near one end. The one-story wing has three 
casement windows, with sashes and simple surrounds of wood, and a plain wooden door. 

The rectangular portion's gable roof is of metal, bluish gray in color. Straddling part of the ridge 
is a slatted louver with its own miniature gable roof ( of the same material and color). Rising 
beside the latter is a short metal smokestack. The one-story wing's roof is surfaced with gray 
composition shingles, has simple projecting wooden eaves, and is adjoined by a couple of metal 
exhaust pipes. 

The building is now used primarily for storage. There is a boiler that heats water for nearby 
recreation facilities; in the one-story wing there may be an office for grounds-maintenance staff. 
Originally the building, or at least much of it, did indeed serve as a power house, apparently with 
at least two dynamos. It is not known exactly when that function ceased, but Sanborn maps from 
the 1950s and 1960s no longer said "power house." In contrast, they indicated "laundry" on 
the second floor. So quite possibly the above-mentioned link which the same maps showed, 
connecting the power house to the main building, served as an all-weather route for trundling 
laundry carts back and forth. By about the early 1990s (see Photograph 27) that link no longer 
existed. So presumably by then the old power house's laundry function itself had ceased. 

The power house was originally served by a tall, slender exterior chimney located slightly 
beyond the center of its northwestern wall. This chimney was removed by the late 1980s, when 
its location became part of the site for one of the club buildings described below. 

"Island" Vicinity. Right across from the main building's carriage-entrance porte-cochere, and 
bounded by paired driveways, is a somewhat crescent-shaped "island" (see Photographs 2, 8, 
and 9). Crossed by an inviting footpath that aligns with the carriage entrance, it has well
maintained lawns, shrubbery, and flowers--and several prominent palm trees (mostly Canary 
Island palms). Although changed in various of its details, and slightly reduced in size, this green 
oasis has basically retained its historic character (compare with Photographs 25 and 26). Some 
of its palms may well be as old as the main hotel building itself. 
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Just beyond the adjacent driveways are two substantial landscaped spaces that complement and 
expand upon the island's visual effect. To the west is an area (see Photographs 2 and 18) that 
contains a lawn, a fairly prominent palm tree, and a notable mulberry tree. To the north is another 
well-maintained space (at the center and right of Photograph 9), with much shrubbery and some 
palms including a tall one, that directly abuts a prominent part of the main building's facade. 

Southwest Slope. Lying mostly between the main building's southwest facade and the edge of 
the Berkeley Tennis Club, the southwest slope is a very substantial and visually prominent 
open area (see especially Photographs 5 and 6). It is essentially free of paving, with three 
exceptions. Along its downhill side, near the BTC property line, runs the hotel's internal road 
which connects the northwest parking area to the south one. Mostly about parallel to that but 
farther uphill is the lengthy footpath (sometimes now called a "parcourse") which--for the most 
part gently winding--runs through the southwest slope, and has some benches where strollers 

.may sit and enjoy the view. The other exception is a much shorter, straight path (and series of 
steps) that climbs from the internal road to a doorway in the main building's basement level. 
Near that, a whole series of mature palms runs beside the primary footpath. Farther south, the 
latter path goes through a substantial pine grove, partly visible in the right side of Photograph 1 
and the left side of Photograph 17. (Although this grove may include a few Monterey pines, the 
great majority of its conifers may well be Canary Island pines.) 

The area also contains shrubs and ivy or other ground cover. 

Planting on some portions of the southwest slope may not be as actively maintained as elsewhere 
on the hotel grounds. And part of the area evidently is still being restored to compensate for 
damage incidental to the 2001-2002 work on the adjacent new deck and facade remodeling. 

Old pictures such as Photograph 22 show that during the hotel's early years the internal road 
and the primary footpath already existed and some palms or conifers had already been planted 
here. Photograph 22 suggests that initially the above-mentioned straight path was sheltered by a 
series of narrow wooden structures. Such special attention was given to this path because it 
directly served people arriving via the Key Route trains. Those shelters evidently were removed 
by about 1927 (see Photograph 23). Originally there was also a straight path (see again 
Photograph 22) which rose from the internal road toward the main building's original southeast 
porte-cochere. This path apparently was removed sometime after 1950. By about the 1940s (see 
Photograph 25) an elaborate garden space, involving several concentric low walls and perhaps a 
fountain, had been created next to part of the main building's facade. This was removed 
apparently sometime after 1960. 

But despite these changes, the southwest slope has retained the essence of its historic character. 
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Eastern Slope. An important, sloping open space occupies most of the land behind the main 
building, and then continues southerly to Alvarado Place and Alvarado Road. (The area also 
contains a small accessory building and some utility structures, but their footprints are minor.) 

The portion behind the main building has a large grove of tall eucalyptus trees which, as 
illustrated by Photographs 1 and 17, forms an attractive and very prominent backdrop. (However, 
it is arguable that this grove could use more active management, such as more frequent clearance 
of tree litter.) Along the slope's downhill side here, a narrow service driveway runs from the 
northeast parking/service area to the south parking area_ The grove itself was already quite 
prominent when the main hotel building was constructed, and seems to have changed relatively 
little since then. 

The portion near Alvarado Place is characterized by shorter trees, of other species, and/or by low 
vegetation (for instance, see the right side of Photograph 16). But although less dramatic than the 
eucalyptus grove, this does provide green open space that separates here the parking area below 
from the residential streets above. Originally this portion was virtually treeless (for comparison, 
see Photographs 22 and 25). The most noticeable change here has been the planting and/or 
maturing of trees . 

Northeast Parking/Service Area. A roughly triangular open area (part of which is visible in 
Photograph 12) adjoins the back of the main building's north end, the old power house, and 
upper Claremont A venue. This little-noticed but generally well-maintained area contains an 
employee parking lot, as well as paved space for service and/or loading purposes. Visual relief 
is provided by some trees along the street edge and--far more importantly--by the adjacent 
eastern slope ( described above). 

When the hotel first opened, paving here was less extensive. And originally, Harwood Creek was 
open along nearly all of the street edge. This stretch of the creek was buried by about 1959. 

South Parking Area. Adjoining the main hotel building's southeast facade, and extending 
from there toward Tunnel Road and Alvarado Road, is the south parking area. This well
maintained area is actually a complex system of subareas, and includes a substantial amount of 
trees and other greenery. 

Motorists typically get to the south parking area from Tunnel Road, a heavily traveled artery that 
indeed is now a State highway. Fortunately, the south parking area's very size helps to protect 
the main hotel building from that noisy traffic. At the same time, the parking area's topography 
and openness are such that the building becomes dramatically visible to westbound motorists, 
from a point on Tunnel Road just before they reach the traffic light at the entrance driveway. 

West of the entrance from Tunnel Road is a roughly triangular parking lot, bordered by a row of 
newly planted palm!> on its street side and by conifers and other vegetation elsewhere. A 
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small part of this subarea is in Berkeley; this is the nominated property' s only portion that is 
outside Oakland. 

But the south parking area's backbone consists of a broad paved corridor of parking spaces that 
runs from the Tunnel Road entry toward the main building (see Photograph 17) and then bends 
rightward to become a roughly rectangular parking lot adjoining the southeast facade's present 
porte-cochere (Photograph 16). Inside the rectangular portion is a small island containing 
shrubbery and five tall, thin-trunked palms. Just southeast of the rectangular lot a side driveway 
climbs, giving access to smaller parking lots set upon an ascending series of terraces. Alongside 
this driveway, at the ends of terraces, and on the slopes between them, dense shrubbery and in 
some cases trees contrast with--and from some angles largely conceal--the expanses of paving. 
Further visual relief is provided by the greenness of the hotel property's southwest slope and its 
eastern slope (see above descriptions thereof). 

(On one of the upper terraces, the background of Figure 16 shows two mobile office buildings, 
which were placed there at some undetermined time after 1990. However, this photograph was 
taken in January 2002 and these two small buildings have subsequently been removed.) 

During the hotel's original construction, part of today's south parking area was covered by a 
large but temporary planing mill set up to facilitate the work. 

In the hotel's early years of operation, its then-existing southeast facade and porte-cochere were 
adjoined by automobile parking, which in its extent roughly approximated the above-mentioned 
rectangular lot and was reached by a long driveway coming in from Tunnel Road. How~ ver, the 
rest of today's south parking area was basically undeveloped, and probably was lightly i-1lanted 
with shrubs and/or trees. Apparently in the 1920s, long rows of attached garages or carports 
were built along two sides of the rectangular lot. (Photographs 25 and 26 show them in later 
years.) One of those rows was demolished by about 1959, and the other within the next decade. 

Most of what is now the south parking area appears to have stayed essentially undeveloped till 
roughly 1972--when extensive terracing was done, and the area's present layout was basically 
completed. It may also have been then that the above-mentioned small island was created within 
the rectangular lot. 

Hotel Features OUTSIDE the Nominated Property. The overall property owned (or-
regarding the portion of The Short Cut mentioned below--used) by KSL Claremont Resort, Inc., 
extends on some sides well beyond the boundaries of the nominated property per se. (The 
approximately 12-acre nominated property accounts for only about 62 percent of it.) North of 
the Berkeley Tennis Club's landholding, the hotel grounds reach all the way out to Claremont 
A venue and Russell Street. Along and near Tunnel Road, there are smaller extensions beyond 
the edge of the nominated property. 
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This additional KSL property is described below in detail, partly because of its historical 
connections and partly because (except for the "panhandle") it has important visual 
relationships with the nominated property as such. 

Continuations of South Parking Area. Some of the south parking area's paved surfaces, and 
landscaped spaces relating to them, in fact continue right on past what technically are two edges 
of the nominated property. These include all or most of the actual auto entry off Tunnel Road, an 
entrance kiosk, one end of the previously mentioned triangular parking lot, a landscaped triangle 
west of that lot, other parking spaces near the kiosk, and substantial landscaping east of them. 

(Included within one of these continuations is a segment of a 16-foot-wide public right-of-way 
called "The Short Cut." Although technically the Assessor's map shows this as intervening 
between two of the parcels as such owned by KSL Claremont Resort, Inc., most of the segment 
is actually used for hotel parking.) 

In the hotel's early years this general area appears to have been undeveloped, except for the 
modest entrance driveway as such. It may have been planted to some extent with shrubs and/or 
trees . It likely remained more or less in that state till about 1972, when approximately the present 
layout was created. 

Panhandle. Starting near The Short Cut and extending far to the southeast is a visually quite 
isolated, narrow strip of land that is bordered almost entirely by fences and/or dense vegetation 
and is adjoined--on one or both sides--by private homes along Alvarado Road and/or Tunnel 
Road. It appears to ccntain the remnants of a pathway (or perhaps alley, at some time?) that is no 
longer maintained and has fallen into disuse. 

In the Claremont's earliest years this strip and the land to both sides of it were all a peripheral 
part of the hotel's property, and were undeveloped but may have been lightly planted with shrubs 
and/or trees. The land that now contains private homes along Alvarado and Tunnel Roads was 
sold off by sometime in the 1920s, but the panhandle strip apparently was retained in order to 
accommodate a pathway (or alley?). It is not known how long the pathway was actually 
maintained. 

Club Buildings. West and northwest of the old power house are the two substantial buildings-
and small link connecting them--which presently serve the Claremont Pool and Tennis Club. (It 
seems that initially this complex also housed additional spa functions, which in the late 1990s 
moved to remodeled space within the basement and studio levels of the main hotel building.) The 
complex as a whole has a rather Post-Modem look. Its buildings may well be wood-framed, but 
may also have some structural members of steel. They appear to be in excellent condition. 

The building whose southeastern wall adjoins the power house is one story high, and has a 
rectangular base (see Photographs 32 and 34). Its roof is largely flat, but the flat area is 
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bordered on two sides by sloping portions (likely intended to refer to the main hotel building 
and/or screen rooftop equipment) . The wall surfaces are stuccoed, and off-white in color. Within 
the southwestern wall are a glassy doorway (with double doors), and two square windows that 
have metal muntins and may be fixed in place. The northwestern wall is virtually windowless but 
has at least one inconspicuous door. Details are not known about the northeastern wall, which is 
not within easy public view, nor about the flat roof. The sloping roofs appear to be surfaced with 
composition shingles, light gray in color. 

Construction of that building occurred in the late 1980s (as did construction of the above
mentioned "link"). It seems to have replaced a row of former garages that had been built 
sometime before 1950 and had subsequently been used for locker rooms and enlarged. 

The "link" (see Photograph 33, and parts of Photographs 9 and 11) is open on two sides, 
except for a metal-grille fence and entry gate, and has a distinctive pyramidal roof. Most of this 
roof evidently is surfaced with light gray composition shingles. However, the pyramid's top is of 
an apparently translucent Plexiglas or comparable material. 

The other building (see especially Photographs 32, 34, 35, and 38 through 40) extends 
westward from that link, along the southerly edge of an artificial plateau shaped by grading. It 
is one story high at its ec.st end but is otherwise generally two-story. As seen from the adjacent 
pool area, though, it presents itself as a one-story building. Its footprint consists of a complex 
polygon that is quite wide at its east end and then narrows but finally , at the west, transitions 
and widens into an approximate semicircle. There, the building ' s lower story becomes a drum
like form (see pa.rticulary Photogrnph 39) that prominently expresses the plateau's southwest 
corner. Atop the "drum" is an open space with tables and chairs (see for example Photograph 
38) where people can enjoy refreshments from the small adjoining cafe, er just gaze at the 
sweeping outward views. Adjoining that terrace, the upper story itself becflmes an approximate 
semicircle. The latter is distinctively crowned by a double-conical roof (see particularly 
Photographs 35, 38, and 39)--or, to be more precise, a broadly overhanging roof which has 
almost the outline of a truncated cone and which is surmounted by an upper, truly conical roof. 
(The drum and conical roof make reference to the half-cylinder and half-conical roof at a nearby 
bend in the historic hotel facade.) Elsewhere the building is largely flat-roofed, but along most 
of two sides there are sloping portions. These serve to screen rooftop equipment (as do the 
vertical "false" upper portions of walls along and near the building's eastern end) . The 
building's wall surfaces are stucco, and off-white in color. The eastern wall has a glassy entry 
near the "link." The straight portions of the southern facade have a total of about 12 windows, 
of which the most prominent are the upper story' s row of eight square, metal-muntined ones 
that may be nonopenabk . The cafe which sits under the conical roof has a curving, multi
lighted window wall--segmented by three slender piers and containing a couple of glassy 
doorways--and (much less prominently) a row of three small square windows. The lower and 
upper parts of the conical roof are separated by a continuous band of about 30 small clerestory 
windows. The lower story 's drum portion has about 10 small windows that may also be 
nonoperable. The straight portions of the building's northern facade have a total of two sizable 
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glassy doorways (each apparently with double doors and side lights); five square, metal
muntined windows that may be nonopenable; and two narrow glassy doors. Details are unknown 
about the flat roof. The sloping roofs appear to be surfaced with light gray composition shingles. 
At the top of the upper conical roof is a round wooden finial. 

The building's location, or at least much of it, was originally part of the hotel's verdant gardens 
(which were greatly reduced by tennis-court and parking development to the south in the 1970s). 
The building itself was constructed in the late 1980s. 

Pool Area. Sharing the above-mentioned plateau is a broad, largely concrete-surfaced area--for 
the Pool and Tennis Club and hotel guests--that contains within it a main pool (see Photographs 
34 through 36), a lap pool (Photograph 32), a small whirlpool (behind the white metal fence 
visible in Photographs 34 and 35), and space for deck chairs and sunbathers. Along the 
southwestern and northwestern sides there is substantial vegetation, including in each case 
multiple palm trees. At the northwest corner is a partly secluded sitting area with tables, chairs, 
and a substantial brown wooden trellis (see Photograph 37). A little east of that is what appears 
to be a maintenance or other auxiliary area; this is fenced off and includes a building (which, 
however, is small and inconspicuous). The overall pool-area complex seems to be in excellent 
condition. 

The location was originally in general green open space. The pool complex was created in at 
least two stages. The main pool was built in the 1960s, and the lap pool probably in the 1980s. 

Tennis Courts. The ho,tel property's tennis courts are clustered within three groupings. The 
courts themselves (with their standard paving, fences, and nets) and adjacent planting all seem to 
be in excellent condition. 

A cluster of four courts occupies a plateau south of, and lower than, the one containing the pool 
area (see Photograph 18). These courts are visually separated from their surroundings to east, 
west, and south by dense shrubbery. Originally, the location was an especially important part of 
the hotel's showcase gardens (see, for instance, Photograph 25). The major regrading and 
paving that created this plateau and its courts appears to have been done in about 1972. 

West of the pool area is a pair of tennis courts, which are directly adjoined on all sides by 
shrubbery, trees, or ground cover. Originally, this location was green open space. These courts 
were built in about 1964. 

Finally, near the intersection of Claremont A venue and Russell Streel are another four courts. 
These, also, have adjoining greenery. Originally, this area was all or nearly all green open space, 
through which flowed Harwood Creek. By at least about 1972 some of it was paved for 
parking. But the biggest change here came in the late 1970s when, after much controversy, the 
four courts were built and this last open segment of the creek was buried. 
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Buffer Along Claremont Avenue. Fortunately, much of the hotel property's Claremont Avenue 
edge has a narrow but quite noticeable buffer. This includes a mostly continuous strip of trees 
(at some points featuring Italian stone pines) and/or tall shrubbery. Photographs 19 and 21 give 
some idea of the buffering effect. 

Originally, the land here not only was green open space but also was at least closely paralleled 
by Harwood Creek, which indeed was open all along the hotel property's Claremont Avenue 
side. But the creek segments upstream from about Tanglewood or Stonewall Road seem to have 
been buried mostly in the 1950s, and (as noted above) the remaining segment downstream from 
there was covered over in the late 1970s. 

Wood-Faced Buildings. Set among trees near Claremont Avenue are two relatively small 
buildings which have wooden siding, and either or both of which appear to have the address 
number "2829." (There is also an adjacent very small shed.) Their architectural style can be 
described as Modem Movement. They are wood-frame buildings, and they appear to be in good 
condition. 

The building which is very close to the street (and which is partly visible in Photograph 20) is 
one story high, and is used as office space. It consists of two rectangular-based masses that abut 
yet are partly offset, sideways, from each other. The one in front mostly has a low-pitched gable 
roof, while the one behind is flat-roofed. The walls of both portions have vertical wood siding, 
tan in color. The front mass has a door near its southeast comer, a window in its northern wall, 
and a wider window in its side facing the street. The building's rear mass has a couple of 
windows in its south wall, and a ribbon of five windows in it-; north wall, and it may have a door 
in its east side. The building's roofs appear to be surfaced with composition shingles. 

The building that is farther from the street is two stories high, very approximately L-shaped, and 
flat-roofed. Its walls have tan-colored, vertical wood siding. Starting at the southeast corner, a 
raised wooden deck extends (past about five adjoining windows) partway along the south facade 
and connects with a door serving the upper story. That floor appears to be occupied by the resort 
and spa's Living Well Center. Under and near that deck, an open terrace abuts a lower-story 
portion that has, adjoining the terrace, about four windows and two doors--and which contains a 
day-care facility (or, according to a sign, the "Kids Club") . The building's easternmost wall has 
at least six windows (four of them in a ribbon at the upper level), the north wall has about three, 
and the west wall at least one. It is not known whether the roof is surfaced with bitumen-and
gravel or with composition shingles. 

During the hotel's early years the vicinity of these buildings was wooded open space. But here 
the hotel 's owners sold off a parcel in 1940, and on this parcel two buildings were constructed. 
One of them was a dwelling which seems to correspond to the present two-story building, 
although it is possible that the second story was added later. The other was an accessory garage 
which seems to roughly match the front portion of today' s one-story building. The latter 
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building's rear portion was constructed later on, apparently at least partly in about 1950. At 
some time, perhaps by 1950, the parcel was bought back by the hotel's owners. 

Northwest Parking Area. The northwest parking area is located mostly between the two four
court clusters of tennis courts, to the left of the entrance drive that leads from Russell Street 
toward the hotel's tower. However, a small subarea of it is located to the right of the drive. The 
area is in generally excellent condition. 

The parking area is nearly surrounded by substantial bands of greenery, such as the dense 
shrubbery on the slope separating it from the upper tennis-court cluster, and the palms and other 
greenery that separate it from the lower cluster. Beside or within the entrance drive are small 
islands containing palms and/or other planting (as well as two incidental kiosks). And the 
parking area's main paved portion as such is relieved by a series of little islands, in its midst, that 
sport a total of 11 sizable palm trees. 

Originally the location was probably all (except for an entrance drive) green open space, some of 
it being a particularly important portion of the showcase gardens. Photograph 25 may suggest 
that by approximately mid-century there was some parking in part of the area. But the big 
change from garden to parking appears to have happened in about 1972 at the same time as the 
upper tennis-court cluster was built. 
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Builder: possibly Spring Construction Company (and McNeil, George?) 

The preceding architect and builder names are for the original design and construction work on 
the hotel. Architects and builders for various subsequent work are listed below. 

Hotel completion in 1915: 
Architect: possibly Carson, John 
Builder: possibly Carson, John 

Garages in 1926: 
Architect: Froberg, A.R. 
Builder: Christiansen 

Enclosing veranda segment for Terrace Lounge in about 1938: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: Teigland, C.M. 

Cold storage facilities in 1941: 
Architect: unknown (the engineer was Bentley, Clyde) 
Builder: Taylor, F.M. 

Changes at main entrance in about 1948: 
Architect: Delapp(?), R.G.(?) 
Builder: Taylor, F.M. 

Kitchen addition in 1951: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: Jensen & Sons 

Covering "porch" (i.e., veranda segment?) in 1954: 
Architect: Bruno(?), Harry A. 
Builder: Forbes, Robert 

Enclosing open area adjoining lobby in 1950s: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: Ashes, Robert D. 

Banquet-room extension in late 1950s: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: Lathrop, F.P. 

Grading and related workfor parking area in 1959: 
Architect: Mcsweeney, Angus 
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Builder: unknown 

Early-1960s additions adjacent to and above Terrace Lounge: 
Architect: Howell, Morgan D. 
Builder: unknown 

Grading and related work for four new tennis courts in about 1972: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: unknown 

Work at main entrance and lobby in about 1981: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: unknown 

Late-1980s new constructionfor Pool and Tennis Club and spa: 
Architect: Robinson Mills & Williams 
Builder: Marchetti Construction 

Addition for cold storage in about 1993: 
Architect: Tada, Mitsuru 
Builder: Marchetti Construction 

Elevator-and-stairs addition in 1990s: 
Architect: unknown 
Builder: unknown 

Deck addition and nearby remodeling in 2001-2002: 
Architect: Ellerbe Becket Architects 
Builder: Webcor Builders 
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Summary. The Claremont Hotel, which opened in 1915 but whose actual construction began in 
1906 and whose period of significance was 1906-1952, meets National Register Criteria C and 
A. In terms of architecture under Criterion C, the hotel is significant at the State level because of 
its unique, excellent, and appealing design, and its sensitivity to the site and surroundings; 
because it is a prime example of the work of noted architect Charles William Dickey; and 
because it is strongly representative of the grand resort and garden hotels built in California 
during the important era between 1876 and World War I--as well as being notably located in the 
midst of a very large urban area. This significance depends partly on the continued existence of 
several substantial green areas per se; on the presence of a large number of palms and other trees 
within the grounds; and on the generally open, landscaped character that the grounds as a whole 
still have. In terms of community planning and development under Criterion A, the hotel is 
significant at the local level because it was a notable element within a grand, private-sector 
planning vision and strategy involving Francis Marion ("Borax") Smith, Frank Havens, and 
others; because it was an intentional and unusually dramatic centerpiece that helped stimulate 
development of a large section of Berkeley and Oakland; and because--partly due to the 
distinctive character of its grounds--the hotel was (and still is) the visual linchpin of a whole big 
section of both cities, and an important cityscape element even at the regional scale. In terms of 
entertainment/recreation and social history under Criterion A, the hotel is significant at the local 
level because it has been a notable part of the Bay Area's entertainment scene, such as by 
presenting many popular orchestras during the Big Band Era; because for almost a century it has 
been an important focus of the Bay Area's community life; and because it has notably mirrored 
various changes in lifeways. The hotel's significance in all these fields can especially be 
appreciated because physically it has retained a high degree of historical integrity. 

Chronology. One of the early residents along Claremont A venue (then called Telegraph Road) 
was William Thornburg, a former Kansas farmer who had come to California and become 
wealthy. In about 1870 he bought a large tract of land which included at least much of today's 
hotel property. His wife was fascinated with all things English, and dreamed of having a home 
like an English castle. Eventually he built a rambling, turreted mansion in Queen Anne style, 
designed of course by an English architect. (This house seems to have been located somewhere 
within the area now used by the Claremont Pool and Tennis Club.) There were also stables 
where fine horses were cared for by English grooms--and elaborate gardens, where there were 
even tame peacocks strutting about. Within this transplanted patch of England, the Thorn burgs 
entertained lavishly. 

Later, though, the property was sold to John Ballard. And on the dry and windy day of July 14, 
1901, the "castle" burned down. But the lush gardens survived , and indeed the old Thornburg 
stable continued to exist for a while even after construction of the hotel. 

In about 1903 much of the present hotel prope1ty was bought by the Realty Syndicate. In 1905 it 
was decided to build a large hotel here and an entity was formed called the Claremont Hotel 
Company, which in 1907 bought substantial adjacent land . It appears that around 1907, Tunnel 
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Road's portion which till then had run through the future hotel grounds (with much of its 
alignment roughly approximating that of the hotel's present north-south internal road) was 
shifted to its present location. 

Meanwhile, concrete-foundation work for the hotel began in March 1906 (slightly before that 
year's quake and fire which devastated San Francisco and thereby helped stimulate East Bay 
development). In the ensuing months construction proceeded rapidly, with results such as those 
depicted by Photograph 41. Indeed the July 1907 issue of The Architect and Engineer of 
California contained photos that showed the basic exterior as largely completed. 

However, construction costs had been mounting up much faster than had been hoped for. The 
group of project backers got overextended, in part because of the general financial panics that 
occurred in 1907 and 1908, and construction slowed. Judging by a note on a Sanborn map, work 
appears to have been suspended altogether in 1911 . 

Interest in the project was revived by the prospect of tourists flooding into the Bay Area for the 
1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition. In about 1914 Erik Lindblom supplied a big infusion of 
money, and a new stock issue was made. The necessary construction work (largely, it seems, on 
the main building's interior) was resumed on a rush basis, and the hotel opened just in time for 
the exposition. 

In 1918 Lindblom took control over the hotel. 

Meanwhile, in 1917 the Berkeley Tennis Club moved onto a portion of the site which it leased 
from the hotel. The BTC continued to lease it until a wealthy club member bought it (directly or 
indirectly) in about the 1930s, for the club. 

By sometime in the 1920s, most of the hotel property ' s undeveloped portions lying southeast of 
The Short Cut (between Alvarado and Tunnel Roads) were sold off. Private homes were built 
there. 

The hotel ' s main building remained in its 1915 physical state until the Claremont was purchased 
in 1937 by Claude C. Gillum and hi s wife. Mr. Gillum had started with the hotel as chief desk 
clerk and had worked his way up. Prompted it seems by the prospect of another fair--the Golden 
Gate International Exposition to be held in 1939 on Treasure Island--Mr. and Mrs. Gillum 
painted nearly all of the main building's exterior white, extensively refurbi shed the interior, and 
reopened the hotel in time for the exposition. The Gillums early began the segment-by-segment 
process of enclosing the verandas. 

In 1954 the hotel was bought by the Harsh Investment Corporation, which leased it back to 
Murray Lehr. Under hi s control further changes were made, including construction of the first 
swimmjng pool and two tennis courts. 
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In 1971 the Harsh corporation's Harold Schnitzer took over active control. Under his regime 
many physical changes were made, including enclosure of the last veranda segment, replacement 
of the old carriage-entrance porte-cochere by the present one, and especially the sweeping 
replacement of gardens by uses such as tennis courts and parking. 

KSL Claremont Resort, Inc., acquired the property in 1998. 

Period of Significance--and Significant Dates. The "period of significance" extended from 
1906, when the hotel's construction began, to 1952. The latter year (i.e., 50 years ago) is used 
here because the property's significance actually continued onward and no more specific closing 
date can be defined. 

As for the identified "significant dates," 1906 was (as noted above) the year when the hotel's 
construction started and 1915 was when construction was completed and the hotel opened for 
business. 

Although normally the year when construction began would not qualify as a significant date, nor 
as the beginning of the period of significance, exceptions are justified in the case of the 
Claremont. This is because of unusual timing described above under "Chronology" and 
important close relationships discussed below in "Significance Regarding Community Planning 
and Development." 

Significance Regarding Architecture. Under National Register Criterion C, the Claremont 
Hotel is significant at the State level in the area of architecture. 

In the preface that he wrote for the book entitled Grand American Hotels, critic Paul Goldberger 
pointed out that these have always sought to meld traditional elegance with a typically American 
love of bigness. The Claremont Hotel is certainly both elegant and big. 

It is the largest timber-framed structure in the Bay Area, indeed one of the very largest in the 
whole State. 

As for elegance, the Claremont is one of the proud survivors--Northem California's only one-
of the grand resort hotels built in the important era between 1876 and World War I. Those 
hotels had as their birthright an identity, a sense of place--and a magic--that many new hotels 
have striven with only limited success to emulate. 

One of the traditionally prime characteristics of a "grand resort hotel" has been dramatic 
architectural appeal, with--because such hotels are meant to delight--freedom to exaggerate in 
image and scale. The Claremont, whkh features an engagingly and memorably fantastic version 
of Tudor Revival, scores high in this regard. Huge and rambling but never boring, the main 
building amply rewards repeated viewing from many angles. 
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Another prime generic characteristic has been to serve as a model of efficiency and comfort. A 
1906 article in the San Francisco Chronicle (see Illustration 44) said that the Claremont would 
be "an up-to-date hotel in every respect" and "fitted with all modem conveniences." In his 
book entitled The Architecture of Charles William Dickey: Hawaii and California, author 
Robert Jay says that when the Claremont opened it was "unquestionably one of the most 
luxurious hotels anywhere on the West Coast." 

A third significant generic characteristic has been convenient relationship to some form or other 
of transportation. In this regard, also, the Claremont scores high. Its original design was 
dexterously "multi-modal," with concern being shown both for tourists from afar and for more 
local visitors. The design provided three ways to access the main building. One was through a 
carriage entrance (at the base of the tower) for people corning by horse-drawn carriage. Another 
was via a pathway and entry door for passengers arriving at the end of the Key Route line (which 
came right onto what was initially part of the hotel grounds and subsequently a slot between 
courts of the Berkeley Tennis Club). There was also a parking area and entrance ( at the 
building's southeast end) for people coming by automobile. 

Still another prime characteristic of a "grand resort hotel" has been a strong landscape setting 
(be it seaside, wilderness, or whatever). The Claremont--with its spacious grounds and many 
trees, its hilly backdrop, and its sweeping views toward San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate-
is significant in this regard. 

A somewhat different but often overlapping concept is that of a "garden hotel." This can be 
defined as a hotel property within which a substantial percentage of the site is occupied by 
landscaped or wooded open space and regarding which such green space is--at least implicitly--a 
notable aspect of the hotel's image. And the Claremont is indeed significant in these terms. 
Preexistence of extensive and attractive landscaping strongly influenced the initial selection of 
the land as a hotel site. As further discussed below, the Claremont was originally designed with 
strong emphasis on open space and greenery. Even today, it remains in essence a garden hotel. 
The overall percentage of building coverage is quite low. There are still extensive planted areas as 
such, and trees grace almost every part of the grounds. Over the decades, much of the hotel's 
own advertising (such as in Illustration 47, to use a small example) has employed images of 
greenery and open space. At least one of the Claremont's brochures has prominently used the 
explicit term "garden hotel." 

One reason why the Claremont is notable--as both a grand resort hotel and a garden hotel--is 
that it is located in the midst of a very large urban area. 

The Claremont should be considered within the statewide context of the impressive hotels--and 
more specifically, the grand resort hotels--that were built in California during the economically 
explosive and technologically heady period of American history between 1876 and World War 
I. As the authors of the perceptive book America's Grand Resort Hotels observe, for such 
facilities across the nation that era was a "first golden age." 
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America's new industrial society was bringing to some people a lot of money, and substantial 
leisure time. During the same period railroads were aggressively expanding and, in particular, 
opening up the West. The first transcontinental line to California had been completed in 1869, 
and others followed in ensuing decades. The combination of the new wealth and leisure and the 
new ease and excitement of rail travel led to widespread construction of new, more "modem" 
grand resort hotels. At the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, the various state exhibits 
provoked interest in seeing the states in person. Easterners were inspired to explore the Far 
West. 

Railroad companies, developers, and private tour operators were happy to exploit those trends. 
The Western railroads realized they could fatten profits by providing, or encouraging others to 
provide, hotel accommodations along, and at the ends of, the rail lines. Hotels were often also 
built as centerpieces for real estate development. For instance, the Hotel Del Monte was built, by 
a Southern Pacific subsidiary, partly to attract investors to the railroad's vast landholding around 
it. As another example, the Hotel Raymond in Pasadena was built by Walter Raymond--whose 
father's tour company brought a dependable supply of guests--on land donated by the Santa Fe 
Railway. 

Large or small, numerous hotels sprang up in California during the period. This seems to have 
been especially true of Southern California, with its especially sunny climate. According to one 
brochure of the time, Santa Barbara was well-named the "Newport of the Pacific." 

The prominent hotels whose size and extravagance were comparable with the Claremont's can be 
roughly divided into two categories. 

One category might be called grand downtown hotels, as they were built on relatively confined 
sites in central, highly urban locations within major cities. These included: 

• San Francisco's Baldwin Hotel, which opened in 1877, was of Second Empire style, and no 
longer exists; 

• San Francisco's St. Francis Hotel, which opened in 1904, burned in the aftermath of the 
1906 earthquake, reopened and expanded in about 1907, expanded again in 1913, and was 
and is Italian Renaissance or French Renaissance in style; 

• San Francisco's Palace Hotel, which in its original Second Empire or Italianate version had 
opened in the 1870s but burned in 1906, and was reincarnated in about 1909 with an Italian 
Renaissance or French Renaissance look; 

• San Francisco's Fairmont Hotel, which (when nearly complete) burned in 1906 but opened 
in 1907, and is Beaux Arts in style; and 
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• Oakland's Hotel Oakland, which opened in 1910 but was converted to non-hotel use several 
decades later, and is of Beaux Arts style. 

However, the category which is really pertinent to the Claremont is that of grand resort hotels. 
Besides the Claremont itself, the ones built between 1876 and World War I included these: 

• Monterey's Hotel Del Monte, which in its original Stick/Eastlake-Queen Anne style opened 
in 1880, burned in about 1887, and was soon reconfigured and rebuilt, but burned down in 
1924 and was replaced by a Spanish Colonial Revival version (which a couple of decades 
later was converted to non-hotel use); 

• South Pasadena's Raymond Hotel, which opened in 1886, probably was of Second Empire 
style, and no longer exists; 

• 

• 

• 

Coronado's Hotel del Coronado, which opened in about 1888 and can be described as 
basically Queen Anne in style (though some might call it High Victorian); 

Pasadena's Hotel Green, which apparently opened in stages between about 1889 and 1902, 
in an eclectic mix of Mission Revival and other styles such as "Moorish," but part of which 
was demolished in 1924 and the rest of which is now in non-hotel use; 

Paso Robles' Hotel del Paso de Robles, which in its probably Queen Anne original version 
opened in 1891 but mostly burned down in 1940, and was replaced by a renamed, Mission 
Revival version in 1942; 

• the future Manhattan Beach's unnamed Shingle Style oceanfront hotel that is pictured on 
page 13 of America's Grand Resort Hotels as already in operation in about 1895, but which 
no longer exists; 

• Riverside's Mission Inn, which apparently opened on a small scale in 1876 but significantly 
grew in 1902, 1909, and after World War I, in Mission Revival style (with substantial 
postwar borrowing from Spanish Baroque); 

• Santa Barbara's Hotel Potter, which opened in about 1903 in a style that might be described 
as Mission Revival or Spanish Revival, was subsequently renamed the Ambassador, and was 
destroyed by fire in 1921 (though its 1920 annex escaped the flames and eventually was 
converted into apartments); 

• Redlands' Hotel Casa Loma, which opened by 1906 or earlier, apparently was Spanish 
Colonial Revival or Romanesque in style, and no longer exists; 
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• Pasadena's Huntington Hotel (initially called the Wentworth Hotel), which opened 
presumably in stages in about 1907 and 1913, had a loosely Romanesque or Mission 
Revival look, and reportedly was torn down and rebuilt in the same style in the 1980s; 

• Santa Barbara's second Arlington Hotel, which (on a site previously containing the similarly 
named circa-1875 Late Victorian hotel that burned down in 1909) was built in about 1911 in 
Mission Revival or Spanish Revival style, but was destroyed by the 1925 earthquake; 

• Beverly Hills' Beverly Hills Hotel, which opened in 1912 and is Mission Revival in style; 
and 

• perhaps Pasadena's Vista de! Arroyo, which seems to have opened before the 1920s but 
about which little information has been obtained. 

(Though relatively small in building scale, Lake Tahoe's famous Tallac might also be listed here. 
On grounds already containing a mid-l 870s hotel structure and subsequent guest cottages, an 
additional hotel building was opened in about 1899. The Tallac resort later added other 
structures, including a casino. However, in 1914 the mid-1870s structure burned down, and in 
the 1920s the resort closed and the remaining buildings were demolished.) 

Resort developers typically wanted architecture that, while containing elements familiar enough 
to put guests at ease, served up a unique.or even fanciful image distinct from the everyday world. 
Also, they were influenced by changes in architectural fashion, in a complex era of rapidly 
evolving, and sometimes quite divergent, stylistic trends. 

As the above listing helps demonstrate, several of the period's grand resort hotels fitted within a 
general stylistic spectrum that included within it Queen Anne, the Shingle Style, and for that 
matter Tudor Revival and arguably Craftsman and "Arts and Crafts" as well. (This was 
especially so of the earlier hotels, before Mission and Spanish modes became dominant.) These 
individual styles had characteristics in common, and the boundaries between them were rather 
blurry. Many buildings of the time combined specific features of two or more of them. 

These broadly related styles were quite versatile. Very widely used in small-scale private 
residential construction, they were also readily adaptable to large resort hotels. Importantly, their 
characteristics such as freedom of massing lent themselves very well to creating the picturesque 
images that hotel developers wanted. 

And in employing such styles in California, developers in that era evoked associations--with 
New England, the East Coast in general, or sometimes even the Old World--that it was hoped 
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would both reassure Eastern visitors and help demonstrate that California was no longer 
"provincial." 

Though it appears that the Claremont was California's only grand resort hotel built back then in 
the Tudor Revival style as such, it fitted comfortably within the broader Queen Anne-etc. stylistic 
spectrum. Thus for example, various of the Claremont's features had family resemblance to the 
pre-1920s Hotel Del Monte's complex massing, multiple dormers, partial half-timbering, and 
prominent inclusion of a veranda--and/or the asymmetry and multiple gables of the late-19th
Century Shingle Style hotel at Manhattan Beach. 

In its high quality of design and execution, the Claremont related well to the standards displayed 
by California's other grand resort hotels of the time. The great size of the Claremont's main 
structure clearly put it in the same league as them in terms of scale. As with all or most of the 
other grand resort hotels, the Claremont's main building was importantly complemented by 
substantial landscaped grounds--and enjoyed impressive longer-distance views (in the 
Claremont's case, the sweeping panorama of San Francisco Bay and the surrounding hills). 

The integrity of the Claremont also compares well with that of the other grand resort hotels listed 
above. Several of the latter of course have burned down, succumbed to an earthquake, or been 
purposely demolished. Some of the survivors, like the Mission Inn, have done better than the 
Claremont at preserving the historic character of interior spaces. However, the Claremont's 
exterior--despite various changes described earlier--retains a high degree of integrity. 

In conclusion, the Claremont is indeed strongly representative of the grand resort hotels that 
were built in California between 1876 and World War I. 

The Claremont was originally designed by the firm of Dickey and Reed. The exact nature of this 
partnership remains unclear. However, it appears that the hotel's visual aspects were basically the 
achievement of Charles William Dickey. On page 79 of his book on Dickey's architecture, 
Robert Jay states that Walter D. Reed was known primarily for his abilities as a civil engineer. 
Jay concludes that Reed left most details of design to Dickey, as earlier partners of Dickey had 
done. 

Furthermore, Reed separated from Dickey in September 1906--whereas Dickey continued to be 
very actively involved with the hotel project. In the Frank Colton Havens papers at UC's 
Bancroft Library, there are 1907 letters from simply "C.W. Dickey, Architect" regarding work 
progress, cost figures, and/or design changes. 

Dickey (1871-1942) was a notable and versatile architect who designed numerous buildings in 
both California and Hawaii. Although he was born in Alameda County, the family moved to 
Hawaii in 1873. He was the first person raised in Hawaii to obtain a classical architectural 
education in America. His professional career fell into three major phases. From 1896 to 1904 
he practiced in Hawaii, acquiring a substantial reputation there. From approximately 1905 to 
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1924 his office was in the Bay Area and most of his projects were in California (he did also 
design then some Hawaii projects). Within this California period, he was in partnership with 
Reed from about 1904 or 1905 till September 1906, and then again (but inore briefly) in 1908-
1909. In about 1925 Dickey moved back to Hawaii, where he practiced for the rest of his life. 
According to Robert Jay's book, it was largely Dickey who did Hawaii's truly distinctive public 
and commercial architecture of the years leading up to World War II. 

Among Dickey's other projects in Oakland or Berkeley were the original wing of the Oakland 
Bank of Savings Building at 12th and Broadway; the Kahn (now Rotunda) Building, with its 
huge dome; the P. G. and E. Building at 17th and Clay Streets; University High School (now 
Martin Luther King Jr. Community Plaza); the Oakland Public Library's Temescal and Golden 
Gate branches; the Donogh Arms (or Morse Block) at Shattuck Avenue and Bancroft Way; the 
Epworth Methodist Church (demolished in the 1920s) at Telegraph and Durant Avenues; and 
the First Presbyterian Church (pulled down in the 1970s) at Dana Street and Channing Way. 

In winning the 1906 design contest to do the Claremont Hotel, Dickey and Reed beat some 
strong competitors. John Galen Howard (then UC' s campus architect) proposed an Italian 
Renaissance design. William Knowles (a well-known San Francisco architect) submitted a 
proposal in the Mission Revival style, which had recently been used with success for several 
large hotels in Southern California. The other competitor was Meyers and Ward (also of San 
Francisco), whose proposal resembled a French chateau. 

(It should be noted that the winning competition design differed in some ways from the eventual 
completed version of the main building. Illustration 43 shows an early rendering which may well 
have been part of the submittal for the competition--and according to which, for instance, the 
gables would have been arrayed rather differently, and the tower would have been lower, 
than we are used to seeing. But evidently design changes had been approved by August 1906, 
when the drawing was published that is reproduced here in Illustration 44. What this drawing 
showed was quite close to what eventuated; compare it with, for example, Photograph 22. 
However, the drawing's right-hand portion depicted, at the building's southeast end, a gabled 
extension that was never built. Another difference involves the extent of half-timbering, which the 
drawing showed only on the triangular gable-ends as such. Dickey apparently then still intended 
that below that level, at least much of the wall areas would be covered by cedar shingles. 
However, a May 1907 letter from Dickey himself mentioned, as a design change, "Plastering 
and Half Timber Work on Exterior instead of Shingles." Presumably the result was the pattern 
which, for instance, Photograph 23 shows, with half-timbering on some wall areas and just 
stucco on others.) 

Dickey and Reed's design in the Tudor Revival style had interesting resemblances to that of the 
Key Route Inn, in Oakland at about the present intersection of Broadway and Grand A venue. 
Construction of the Key Route Inn, designed by Oliver and Foulkes, began in the same year as 
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that of the Claremont. Many of the same development interests were behind both hotels--and 
they may well have wanted to relate the two stylistically. 

In any case, some of Dickey's earlier church designs, such as for the Epworth Methodist 
Church with its half-timbering, suggest that he already enjoyed working in the Tudor mode (or 
what he would himself more probably have called "English" or "Elizabethan"). One also likes 
to think that his grand design somehow reflected--as in a sense it fulfills--Mrs . Thornburg's 
fond wish to have here a fine English castle. 

Within the body of C.W. Dickey's work, the Claremont stands out for several reasons. When 
he did the project, it was his most ambitious one to date. Indeed it was probably the largest 
project he ever executed anywhere ( or at least the biggest for a nongovernmental client). Of all 
his structures in California, the Claremont is the most unusual and memorable, and easily the 
most widely known. In stylistic terms, the Claremont is the apotheosis of Dickey's pattern of 
exploring the Tudor or "Elizabethan" mode. And the project is remarkable because of his 
success in grasping a demanding program and adapting it sensitively to the nature and 
topography of an unusual and beautiful site, arguably the most challenging one he ever designed 
on. 

(Judging by the City of Oakland's fragmentary permit records from the time, the architect for 
the 1915 work as such that brought the hotel to completion apparently was not Dickey but, 
instead, perhaps someone named John Carson. However, that work presumably was a rather 
straightforward matter of finishing up the project which Dickey had already firmly and in much 
detail shaped.) 

The Claremont's main building is a unique example of the Tudor Revival style, and a very 
attractive and well-composed structure by any standard. Between varied forms both big and 
small there is complex interplay, such as the fascinating joinery between the tower and the 
stacked gables beside it. The great variety of masses and details is kept in dynamic balance, and 
held together by unifying devices like the color scheme and the long horizontal moldings. 

Although the original exterior color scheme was dramatically changed in about 1938, that change 
actually increased the hotel's prominence as a landmark. And although the coloring was slightly 
modified a couple of decades ago, the basic theme of very light colors continues--and has 
historic significance of its own. 

Frank Lloyd Wright reportedly called the Claremont "one of the few hotels in the world with 
warmth, character and charm." 

Though much smaller and less noticeable than the main building, the old power house should 
also be counted as a contributing resource. To serve an unglamorous but necessary function, it 
was conceived and built as an integral part of the original hotel development. Its simplified 
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Classical Revival design illustrates how at the time effort was made to present even utilitarian 
buildings like this as "architecture." 

As already emphasized above, the Claremont was designed to be and in essence still is a garden 
hotel. Its architectural significance is not limited to the main building (and the old power house) 
as such. It must also be seen in terms of the grounds which complement the main building. 
These elements should not be artificially separated. 

When construction of the hotel began, much of the property was already well-landscaped, and 
indeed locally renowned as such. In his own article about the hotel in the June 1906 issue of The 
Architect and Engineer of California, Dickey wrote: 

The grounds themselves are surpassingly beautiful with a garden of fourteen acres that 
has been lovingly cultivated for. .. [decades]. A wild overgrown creek, huge old pines 
and oaks, and numberless rare trees, shrubs, and flowers combine with the broad palms 
to present a most perfect setting for the new building. 

The main building was designed with remarkable sensitivity to the special site. The structure 
seems to grow out of the earth, and follow the very undulations of the ground and the sweep of 
the hills. 

Particularly helping to wed it to the earth are its lower levels' long stretches faced with rock. It is 
interesting that the reddish-brown sandstone used on the hotel is the same material as in the 
entry pillars of the nearby "Claremont" subdivision. As the Mason-McDuffie Company's 
booklet about that tract enthused: 

[Y]ou will stand in the gateways of Claremont. Builded [sic] of a native stone 
quarried from the hillsides of North Berkeley, the rough red masses of country rock 
pile up in two sturdy columns, twice a man's height and girth, upbearing great iron 
lamps .... 

With the Claremont Hotel as with so much else in our physical environment, the whole is greater 
than the sum of its parts. The Claremont must be evaluated as a comprehensive unit. 

Within the boundaries of the nominated property per se, three substantial green areas as such 
importantly complement the main building, and quite notably support the Claremont's 
significance: 

• Perhaps the most obvious is the eastern slope (a large part of which has, since even before 
the hotel's construction, been occupied by a eucalyptus grove). The dramatic green backdrop 
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here contrasts so effectively with the light-colored building that the hotel is easily noticeable 
even from the Bay Bridge. 

• A significant foreground area consists of the green "island" (which sits in front of the 
hotel's tower) together with two planted spaces slightly west or north of the island. This 
attractive, palm-adorned area makes a charming foil to the main building's prominent tower 
and adjoining major facades. It contains the last sizable rernnant--and reminder--of the lush 
and famous gardens that used to extend far to the northwest. The footpath that still runs 
through the island was the first leg of the main route that guests and visitors used to take as 
they strolled from the tower into those gardens. 

• Another significant foreground space is the slope lying generally below the main building's 
southwest fa<;:ade. Its openness dramatically complements, and protects the visibility of, that 
prominent fa<;:ade and its important rock facing. This southwest slope retains much of the 
basic character it had during the hotel's period of significance. The lengthy historic footpath 
that runs through it has excellent views toward the Bay, and is one of the few remaining 
venues for leisurely strolling. The slope also has a distinctive row of tall palm trees, and an 
appealing grove of conifers including Canary Island pines. 

The Claremont's architectural significance also rests in part on the main building's high 
visibility from near and far. Important relatively close-up view corridors include, but are certainly 
not limited to: 

• the vista from Russell Street toward the main building; 

• the view across the Berkeley Tennis Club toward the main building; and 

• the vista from Tunnel Road, just southeast of the traffic light, toward the main building. 

As implied earlier, the Claremont's architectural significance is additionally affected by the 
complementing presence of numerous trees and other plantings. (In many situations these are 
important not for their specific detailed locations or identities but, instead, in the aggregate.) 
Especially noteworthy is the presence of numerous palm trees. Palms were commonly associated 
with resort and tourist facilities, particularly in California, at the time when the Claremont was 
designed, and they have enhanced it ever since. 

The parking areas that exist inside the nominated property retain a basic openness and--because 
of substantial trees and/or other vegetation within or near them--have a generally landscaped 
feeling . These qualities importantly complement the hotel's main building and its old power 
house. 
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Even the portions of the overall hotel land that, technically, lie outside the nominated property as 
such have characteristics that in certain ways valuably support the Claremont's significance. 

Thus although the parking, pool, and tennis areas located there have extensive paving that on an 
aerial photo may seem oppressive, the visual effect is much less at normal eye level. And in 
some important ways even these areas are compatible with the historic significance of the 
Claremont. In a sense they contribute to it. They are mostly bordered by--and in some cases 
contain within themselves islands or embankments with--trees and/or other substantial plantings 
that appreciably defer to the Claremont's tradition as a "garden" hotel. Although creation of the 
parking, pool, and tennis areas involved reconfiguring many parts of the original grounds, 
these areas are nonetheless open, and thereby still help to distinguish the Claremont as a 
dramatically open "oasis" contrasting with adjacent urban development. .'\nd as such, they leave 
unblocked the historic views, from adjoining streets and from afar, looking toward the main 
hotel building. Guests and diners within the building can still freely gaze beyond these areas, as 
well as seeing, closer up, the areas' own substituted greenery. 

Similarly, the club buildings and the small wood-faced buildings are in some ways compatible 
with, and/or even supportive of, the Claremont's significance. With their careful siting, their 
limited height, and their specific design, the club buildings appropriately defer--and refer--to the 
main hotel building. With their modest scale and design, and immediately bordered as they are 
by many trees, the two wood-faced buildings farther west are unobjectionable and, indeed, 
somewhat hard to even notice. None of these buildings obstructs any significant view toward, or 
from, the main hotel building. 

And the buffer ship that runs along much of the land's Claremont Avenue edge provides a green 
element that importantly helps to buffer the hotel from the adjoining street traffic and residential 
neighborhood--and to support the historic perception of the hotel as a refreshing sanctuary set 
apart from the bustle of everyday life. In a sense this buffer strip recalls long-buried Harwood 
Creek, which used to run through the vicinity roughly paralleling Claremont A venue. 

Significance Regarding Community Planning and Development. Under National Register 
Criterion A, the Claremont Hotel is significant at the local level in the area of community 
planning and development. 

Francis Marion Smith was a direct descendant of Francis Marion, the daring "Swamp Fox" of 
the American Revolution. In the 19th Century Smith came west and made a fortune in mining, 
thereby also acquiring the nickname "Borax." He settled in the East Bay, where he built for his 
family a palatial estate east of Lake Merritt. And for the East Bay, he had a great dream. 

It was in fact a private-sector version of city planning. It was not some impractical scheme, but 
instead was firmly tied to the mechanics of real estate development and the provision of 
infrastructure. His overall vision--which eventually would influence establ ishing of the 
Claremont Hotel--had four main elements: 
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• acquiring the area's motley and awkward array of street-railway companies and melding 
them into a single, modernized system; 

• creating an efficient new train-and-ferry service to San Francisco (for some time Smith even 
envisioned that this would include an underwater tube to Yerba Buena Island); 

• forming a real estate syndicate to combine the holdings of several large owners and to buy 
still more land; and 

• filling in a large section of tideland, south of today's Bay Bridge Approach, for industries 
and docks. 

These components would actively reinforce each other. For instance, rail-transit extensions 
would encourage construction on the open lands they would serve, and in tum the new settlers 
there would patronize the new transit lines. 

In 1895 Smith joined with Frank Colton Havens and others to form the Realty Syndicate. 
Havens also had grand aspirations. A born promoter, he understood how to develop raw land. 
Conveniently, he controlled a utility (either the People's Water Company or its predecessor(s)) 
which could both facilitate and profit from urban development. 

Initially the Syndicate's policy was to provide financing for subdividers, builders, and settlers, 
but later it came to develop tracts on its own. To enhance the aesthetic appeal of Syndicate 
landholdings, Smith and Havens planted on them thousands of pine and eucalyptus trees-
thereby doing much to shape the visual character of the Oaldand-Berkeley hills. At its peak the 
Syndicate owned (according to one source) some 13,000 acres of East Bay land. 

Meanwhile, Smith set about acquiring street-railway companies so as to consolidate local service, 
and then to establish a distinct transbay service. The latter began operating in 1903, and 
subsequently got dubbed the Key Route. By 1912 there were 32 miles of trackage with transbay 
service, and local streetcar lines amounted to several times as much. 

In that era promoters like Smith and Havens would often establish at the end of a transit line 
some special feature, such as an amusement park, that would attract people to ride out and, whi le 
there, consider buying land in the surrounding area. The Claremont Hotel was an especially 
grand example of that practice--and it became a significant element within the overall 
development strategy involving Smith, Havens, and others. 

(Also part of that strategy was another notable train-served hotel: the Key Route Inn on 
Broadway, which was demolished in 1932.) 
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As already mentioned above, a special entity called the Claremont Hotel Company was created in 
1905. The prominent names involved in this company read like a who's who of movers and 
shakers in East Bay real estate and transportation. They vividly demonstrate the interlocking of 
powerful interests, and the overlapping of economic goals. Among the Claremont Hotel 
Company's initial directors or trustees were F.M. Smith, John H. Spring, and Duncan 
McDuffie. Among its early stock subscribers were the Realty Syndicate, Erik Lindblom, the 
Mason-McDuffie Company, and what was handwritten in as "Smith & Havens." 

(The "Smith & Havens" entry likely related to a murky pooled account which F.M. Smith and 
Frank Havens maintained in that era and used for various purposes.) 

John Spring was a wealthy real estate entrepreneur and a business associate of Smith and 
Havens, particularly in the Realty Syndicate's ventures. Swedish-born Erik Lindblom had struck 
it rich in the Klondike goldfield and, as noted above, would in later years come to own the hotel. 

Duncan McDuffie had joined with an older man named Joseph J. Mason to form the Mason
McDuffie Company in 1905, and Mason left him in charge of the company's real estate 
operations. During his long career, the energetic and idealistic McDuffie would lead the 
company to open numerous high-quality subdivisions, with substantial amenities, in Berkeley 
and elsewhere in the Bay Area. 

Back in 1905 McDuffie must have been exploring the potential for subdividing in the still
mostly-undeveloped environs of the future Claremont Hotel. He must have seen the proposed 
hotel as an attractive centerpiece that would help sell lots in his own company's subdivisions. 

And indeed McDuffie appears to have actively overseen the hotel project during at least a 
substantial phase of its construction period. In at least one document in the Frank Colton Havens 
papers, for instance, McDuffie is identified as secretary of the Claremont Hotel Company. 

Although further impetus did come as a result of San Francisco's quake and fire, the actual 
timing of the congeries of subdivisions near the hotel is quite indicative of the significant 
relationships involved. The Mason-McDuffie Company opened the "Hotel Claremont Tract" 
(involving numerous lots around Alvarado and Vicente Roads) in 1906, "Oakridge Claremont" 
(generally southwest of Tunnel Road) in 1906 and/or 1908, much of "Claremont" ( centering 
around The Uplands) in either 1905 or 1907 (sources conflict), and "El Vista Claremont" in 
1907. Mason-McDuffie appears to have had a hand in the "Claremont Court" subdivision 
(north of Russell Street), which opened in 1907. And the general similarity of names is itself 
revealing. 

Though the hotel building did not actually open for business till 1915, it is important to 
remember that the basic exterior shell had been constructed long before then. From quite early 
on, this was a prominent and impressive reality that attracted curious sightseers (like those in 
Photograph 41)--and implied an important potential, for future prestige, that could influence 
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Though the hotel building did not actually open for business till 1915, it is important to 
remember that the basic exterior shell had been constructed long before then. From quite early 
on, this was a prominent and impressive reality that attracted curious sightseers (like those in 
Photograph 41)--and implied an important potential, for future prestige, that could influence 
people to buy nearby lots. This of course would have been in addition to the substantial 
publicity, about the hotel, that must have accompanied the start of construction in 1906. 

The hotel had been envisioned as having direct rail-and-ferry service to San Francisco, which it 
was said could be reached within 35 or 40 minutes. Indeed, early stock-subscription forms for 
the Claremont Hotel Company contained a proviso stating that the subscriptions would not be 
binding "until the San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose Railway Company has agreed in 
writing to extend a line of the Key Route to the entrance to the hotel grounds." 

A Key Route track was in fact extended onto the grounds in either 1907 or 1908 (sources 
differ). Initially this was used by a streetcar shuttle that involved passengers' transferring, 
elsewhere, to trains that actually went to the ferry pier. But in 1910 or 1912 direct through 
service (all the way to the pier) was begun. When the Berkeley Tennis Club was constructed, a 
narrow passageway between courts was kept open for the track (see, for instance, Photograph 
22). Indeed trains continued to run here till 1958. 

In addition to stimulating development in the surrounding community, construction of the 
prestigious hotel may also have provided some design cues for nearby projects. It is interesting 
that when the nearest public elementary school (John Muir) was built in 1915, it was given an 
English half-timbered look. 

The hotel has always been, and today remains, the visual linchpin for a whole large section of 
Oakland and Berkeley. It is both difficult and painful to imagine this community without the 
Claremont's magnificent and pervasive presence. On an October day of 1991 many Oaklanders 
and Berkeleyans gazed with particular apprehension as that day's huge firestorm swept over the 
hillsides toward the well-loved hotel. Fortunately, public officials ordered a special effort to save 
the Claremont. 

On an even larger scale, the great hotel has been and is an important feature of the regional 
cityscape. For many decades, for countless residents and travelers alike, the Claremont has been 
a splendid highlight, and prime locational guide: a quintessential example of the class of 
townscape elements that Kevin Lynch, in his seminal book The Image of the City, called 
"landmarks." 

The successfulness of the Claremont's role in the cityscape results not only from the main 
building's scale and striking design but also from its dramatic green backdrop and the open, 
landscaped character of the grounds in general. 
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Significance Regarding Entertainment/Recreation and Social History. Under National 
Register Criterion A, the Claremont Hotel is significant at the local level in the areas of 
entertainment/recreation and social history. 

Paul Goldberger emphasized that America's grand hotels have been cherished not just for their 
architecture but also for the public life carried on within them. In one way or another--to stay the 
night at, to congregate or celebrate at, or just to visit or fantasize about--these places have i11 an 
important sense been for everyone. They have been lodestones within, and inseparable from, the 
cities or regions around them. 

So has it been with the Claremont. Since it opened, this hotel has been a significant focus of the 
Bay Area's entertainment scene, and of its community life. 

It was billed in its early years as a great place to bring children, with spacious grounds and 
broad, sunny verandas to play on. The hotel even housed a kindergarten and private school 
teaching primary grades and subjects such as clay modeling. Some wealthy businessmen rented 
suites for their families to occupy for long periods. 

In its early decades the Claremont not only became a magnet for East Bay society, but also came 
to attract celebrities from Presidents to movie stars. A few of its countless prominent guests have 
been Harry Truman, Eleanor Roosevelt, Bette Davis, John Wayne, and Clint Eastwood. 

Less famous people have long regarded the Claremont as a very special place to stay at or to 
visit, on occasions like dates, proms, or weddings. For example, many couples who were about to 
be parted by World War II would have a memorable evening here. In the East Bay there has 
been a tradition that newlyweds spend the first night of their honeymoon at the Claremont. 

The Claremont soon became popular for dinner dances and concerts, and a favored locale for 
New Year's Eve celebrations. 

Partly because of its nearness to campus, the Claremont also early became especially frequented 
by UC students, faculty, and alumni. They came to use it as a sort of center for social life and 
entertaining, sometimes in connection with football games (see Illustration 47). 

A few years after the Claremont opened, Prohibition (effective in 1920) had somewhat dampened 
matters. Because of it, hotels lost an important source of income and form of socializing. But 
before long, hotels across America benefited from the increasing popularity of dance-band 
music. For the Bay Area, the Claremont had an important role in this context. 

One of the early bands that performed here (back in the 1920s) was Horace Heidt and His 
Musical Knights. During the period from about 1930 to the late 1940s--a span ohime that 
included what is often called the Big Band Era--prominent groups performing at the Claremont 
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included those of Dick Jurgens, Orrin Tucker, Jack Fina, Paul Nabors, Leighton Noble, Del 
Courtney, Kay Keyser, Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, Tommy Dorsey, Lawrence Welk, and 
Russ Morgan. For instance, in about 1940 Jurgens (whose trademark intro line was "Here's 
that band again!") was playing six nights a week at the Claremont (see Illustration 45). When 
bandleader Welk played his first engagement outside the Midwest, it was at the Claremont. 
Morgan (with his "music in the Morgan manner") regularly played here for a long time, and 
even housed his family in a bungalow on the grounds. 

Meanwhile across America, dance bands and radio had developed a mutually advantageous kind 
of alliance. Locally, station KRE began sometime in the 1920s a long tradition of transmitting 
dance music directly from the Claremont. Listeners far and wide tuned in for programs from 
"the Hotel Claremont, high atop the Berkeley hills." In the 1940s KGO evidently was carrying 
on this tradition (see Illustrations 45 and 48). 

Prohibition had ended in 1933 but for a while thereafter the Claremont was still hampered 
because a State law prohibited selling liquor within one mile of the University campus and it was 
assumed that the hotel was within that distance. However, a UC coed determined to challenge 
this. With the help of some friends, she determined the distance to the hotel's door as measured 
along the shortest actual available route--which turned out to be slightly more than a mile. 
According to the oft-repeated story, the grateful hotel gave her a lifetime entitlement to free 
drinks at its bar. 

The hotel has long been a significant center for conferences and that especially American ritual, 
the convention. For example, see Photograph 42, which shows an assembly of Maytag personnel 
in 1939. Later on, under Murray Lehr's management, the Claremont became the Bay Area's 
biggest convention resort. In 1959 it reportedly had more convention and exhibit space than any 
other hotel west of Chicago. 

In a sense the Claremont long functioned as a "town hall" for the Bay Area. The Association of 
Bay Area Governments (California's oldest council of governments) was formed in 1961. From 
then until 1984 ABAG was located in the Claremont. Among its many accomplishments was 
adoption in 1970 of the Regional Plan: 1970-1990, with its emphasis on city-centered growth. 
When ABAG was formed, the hotel already housed the offices of the League of California 
Cities. 

The hotel hosted players and fans for--as well as providing a majestic backdrop for--the many 
tournament games that were played at the adjacent Berkeley Tennis Club. Among these was the 
1968 Davis Cup match between the United States and Mexico. 

In the latter part of the 20th Century, many Americans became increasingly interested in fitness 
and health activities. This trend, too, was significantly mirrored by the Claremont, which added 
extensive recreational and spa facilities. 
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Verbal Boundary Description 

The property consists of Assessor's parcels 048H-7670-019-00, 048H-7670-020-00, 048H-
7670-021-00, 048H-7670-022-00, 048H-7670-023-00, 048H-7670-024-00, 048H-7670-025-
00, 048H-7670-026-00, 048H-7670-027-00, 048H-7670-028-01, 048H-7670-029-02, 064-
4225-004-00, and 064-4225-005-00, as well as the segment of the right-of-way called "The 
Short Cut" which segment directly intervenes between Assessor's parcels 048H-7670-027-00 
and 048H-7670-028-0J_ 

The afoesaid intervening right-of-way segment by itself is more particularly described as 
follows: Beginning at the northernmost point of Assessor's parcel 048H-7670-028-01, proceed 
southwesterly for approximately 152 feet along the southeastern line of the right-of-way shown 
on the Assessor's map as "The Short Cut," to the northeastern line of Tunnel Road. Then 
proceed northwesterly for approximately 17 feet along the northeastern line of Tunnel Road to 
the northwestern line of The Short Cut. Then proceed northeasterly for approximately 157 feet 
along the northwestern line of The Short Cut to a point which, as measured perpendicularly to 
said northwestern line, is directly opposite the northernmost point of Assessor' s parcel 048H-
7670-028-01. Then proceed southerly for 16 feet in a straight line to the point of beginning. 

Boundary Justification 

The Claremont Hotel was designed to be, and in essence still is, a garden hotel. Its significance 
and integrity depend greatly on the spacious grounds that complement the main building. The 
grounds and the main building should not be artificially separated. The property as a whole 
should be perceived and recognized as an entity. Although this application's text and sketch map 
technically identify as "contributing" resources only some of the property's elements, even 
elements not so labeled are in some important ways compatible with--and/or in a sense even 
contributory to--the property's overall concept 

Accordingly, the boundary takes in--with one exception--all Oakland and Berkeley parcels now 
owned by KSL Claremont Resort, Inc. which are contiguous or are separated only by a segment 
of the narrow right-of-way called The Short Cut. That right-of-way segment is also included 
because omitting it would break up the site's continuity, and because most of it is actually used 
for hotel parking_ The one KSL-owned parcel that is excluded is number 064-4226-024-00. 
That parcel, which forms most of a long and narrow panhandle extending southward between 
private homes along Tunnel Road and private homes along Alvarado Road, is essentially unused 
and is visually quite isolated. 

The property which the boundary includes basically corresponds to that historically associated 
with the Claremont Hotel during most of its period of significance. The most obvious exclusion 
involves the Berkeley Tennis Club, which sits on part of the original hotel grounds. But that 
portion was leased out by 1917, and sold outright in about 1940. Another exclusion involves 
portions lying southeast of The Short Cut (between Alvarado and Tunnel Roads) which were 
sold off. But those portions of the original hotel property had been undeveloped and peripheral, 
and their sale occurred by sometime in the 1920s. 
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Organization Name, Address, and Phone 

The address and phone number indicated above are those of John S. English himself, who 
prepared the form for Berkeley/Oakland Neighbors of the Claremont. 

You may also wish to directly contact one or both of the following: 

Berkeley/Oakland Neighbors of the Claremont, c/o Wendy Markel 
2811 Claremont Boulevard 
Berkeley, CA 94705 
telephone: (510) 644-1060 

MaryJane Freeland 
Berkeley/Oakland Neighbors of the Claremont 
5834 Presley Way 
Oakland, CA 94618 
telephone: (510) 654-3326 
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USGS Map 

Please note that within the Claremont Hotel property, the accompanying USGS map as such 
does not accurately depict the current city limit dividing the cities of Oakland and Berkeley. 
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Fig. I 1\ lTi::t l view of the property, c. earl y 1990s 
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Photographs 

Photo- Name of Date of Location 
graph Photog- Photo- ofNega-
Number rapher graph tive 
(Item 7)* (Item 3) (Item 4) (Item 5)** Description (Item 6) 

1 Georgia October BAHA View looking northeast (across 
Wright 25, 2001 Berkeley Tennis Club) toward 

main hotel building 

2 Georgia October BAHA View looking northeast toward 
Wright 25,2001 "island" and adjacent parts of 

main building 

3 Georgia October BAHA View looking northward toward 
Wright 25,2001 tower and adjacent gables 

4 Georgia October BAHA Close-up view looking southeast 
Wright 25,2001 toward wall near tower 

5 Georgia December BAHA View looking northward toward 
Wright 2001 main building's southwest facade 

6 David January BAHA View looking eastward along 
Wright 2002 "southwest slope" 

7 Georgia Octob~r BAHA View looking southward toward 
Wright 25,2001 tower and adjoining walls 

8 Georgia October BAHA View looking eastward (across 
Wright 25,2001 "island") toward facade north 

of tower 

9 David January BAHA View looking north toward club 
Wright 2002 buildings (left) and northern parts 

of main building 

10 Georgia October BAHA View looking southward (from 
Wright 25,2001 near club buildings) toward 

main building 

11 Georgia October BAHA View looking northward toward 
Wright 25,2001 old power house (left center) 
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Photographs (Continued) 

Photo- Name of Date of Location 
graph Photog- Photo- ofNega-
Number rapher graph tive 
(Item 7)* (Item 3) (Item 4) (Item 5)** Description ( Item 6) 

12 David January BARA View looking south toward back 
Wright 2002 portions of main building (left 

and center) and old power house 
(right) 

13 Georgia October BARA View looking westward (from 
Wright 25,2001 eucalyptus grove) toward back of 

main building 

14 David January BARA View looking northwest toward 
Wright 2002 main building and (at left center) 

its main entrance 

15 Georgia October BARA View looking no11hward in 
Wright 25,2001 main dining space of Jordan's 

16 David January BARA View looking northward (across 
Wright 2002 portion of south parking area) 

toward part of eastern slope 

17 Georgia October BARA View looking northward 
Wright 25,2001 (across part of south parking 

area) toward main building 

18 Georgia October BARA View looking westward toward 
Wright 25,2001 tennis courts and part of northwest 

parking area 

19 David January BARA View looking southward 
Wright 2002 (from near comer of Tanglewood 

Road) along Claremont A venue, 
with edge of hotel property 
at left 

20 David January BAHA View looking east toward part of 
Wright 2002 wood-faced building and 

adjacent trees 
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Photographs (Continued) 

Photo- Name of Date of Location 
graph Photog- Photo- of Nega-
Number rapher graph tive 
(Item 7)* (Item 3) (Item 4) (Item 5)** Description (Item 6) 

21 Georgia October BAH.A View looking east along Russell 
Wright 25,2001 Street toward hotel property 

(left background and center) and 
urban block (right) 

22 Unknown C. 1920s BAH.A View looking eastward (across 
Berkeley Tennis Club) 
toward main hotel building 
and hills 

23 Unknown C. 1927 Unknown Postcard view looking northward 
toward main building 

24 Unknown C. 1935 Unknown Postcard view looking northward 
toward main building 

25 Unknown C. 1940s BAH.A Aerial view looking eastward 
(from above adjoining urban 
development) across hotel 
property 

26 Unknown C. 1950 Unknown Postcard aerial view looking 
northward across hotel property 

27 Unknown C. early Unknown Aerial view looking eastward 
1990s (from above adjoining urban 

development) across hotel 
property 

28 Claire June 12, BAH.A View looking northward toward 
Isaacs 2002 old power house's rectangular 

portion 

29 John S. June 12, BAH.A Close-up view looking northward 
English 2002 toward a cornice and nearby features 

of old power house 
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Photographs (Continued) 

Photo- Name of Date of Location 
graph Photog- Photo- ofNega-
Number rapher graph tive 
(Item 7)* (Item 3) (Item 4) (Item 5) ** Description (Item 6) 

30 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking westward toward 
English 2002 southeast end of old power house 

31 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking westward toward 
English 2002 northeast side of old power house 

32 Claire June 12, BAHA View looking southeastward across 
Isaacs 2002 lap pool toward parts of club 

buildings 

33 Claire June 12, BAHA View looking southeastward toward 
Isaacs 2002 "link" between club buildings 

34 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking eastward toward 
English 2002 part of main pool and parts of 

club buildings 

35 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking southward across 
English 2002 main pool toward club building 

36 Claire June 12, BAHA View looking northwestward 
Isaacs 2002 across main pool 

37 Claire June 12, BAHA View looking westward toward 
Isaacs 2002 pool area's trellis 

38 Claire June 12, BAHA View looking southeastward toward 
Isaacs 2002 club building's double-conical roof 

and part of adjacent terrace 

39 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking northward (from 
English 2002 part of northwest parking area) 

toward westerly end of club building 

40 John S. June 12, BAHA View looking northward toward 
English 2002 club buildings 
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Photographs (Continued) 

Photo- Name of Date of Location 
graph Photog- Photo- of Nega-
Number rapher graph tive 
(Item 7) * (Item 3) (Item 4) (Item 5) ** Description (Item 6) 

41* ** Unknown C. 1906 Unknown View looking eastward toward 
main building under construction 

42 Unknown 1939 Unknown View (vantage point and direction 
undetermined) of gathering in the 
hotel's "Salem Room 

,, 

43 N.A. C. 1906 N.A. View looking eastward toward 
main building ( early rendering for 
project) 

44* ** N.A. 1906 N.A. View looking southeastward toward 
main building ( drawing and text i11. 
August 1906 newspaper) 

45* ** Unknown C. 1940 Unknown Hotel advertisement (including view 
looking northeastward, across 
Berkeley Tennis Club, toward 
main hotel building) 

46*** Unknown C. 1945 Unknown Hotel advertisement 

47 N.A. C. 1940s N.A. Hotel advertisement 

48 Unknown C. 1940s Unknown Hotel advertisement 

* Items 43 through 48 are at least partly nonphotographic in nature. So in their own captions, 
and in textual references to them, they are called " illustrations" rather than "photographs." 
However, their numbering picks up consecutively right after that of the photographs per se. 

**"BAHA" is the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association, which is located at 2318 Durant 
Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94704. (BAHA's normal mailing address, however, is at P.O. Box 
1137, Berkeley, CA 94701.) Photographs 23, 24, 26, 27, 41, and 42, and Illustrations 43 
through 48, are xerographic copies rather than prints from negatives. 

***Items 41 and 44 through 46 are courtesy of the Berkeley Historical Society. 
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Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Photograph 23 

Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Photograph 24 



Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Photograph 26 



Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley). Alameda County. CA: Photograph 27 



Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Photograph 41 



Claremont l lotcl, Oakland (and Berkeley). /\lamcda County. CA : Photograph 42 
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Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Illustration 43 
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Claremont Hotel, Oakland (and Berkeley), Alameda County, CA: Illustration 47 
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